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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODUCrION 
This pa.per will deal with the development an:i implementation of 
a promotional examination to be used in the F'ire Departrrent of a large 
city. First, the backgrcund of employee selection as it relates to the 
courts will briefly be discussed. Next the background of this parti-
cular test will be discussed, follCMed by the specifics of its develq)-
rrent and implementation. A discussion of the results will follow, along 
with a discussion of the 1mplications. Finally, the sumrary will 
discuss aspects of this test which could be changed for future admin-
istrations. 
In the pa.st several decades, there has been a grCMir:g practice on 
the part of many goverrnnental agencies as well as private industries of 
using quantifiable rreasures of personnel selection at both the entry am 
promotional levels, instead of the old methods of relation and 
seniority. As these rretoods were rrore widely used, the courts began to 
play a major role. Many selection instrurrents were challenged. 'Ihe 
courts decided on the validity of the selection procedures. However, 
the standards for deciding the validity of a procedure were not clear. 
As a result, the decisions han:ied dCMn in these cases were often 
contradictory. An article by Thompson and Thompson (1982) reviews these 
cases and the contradictions. Clearly, there was a need to stan:iardize 
1 
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the criteria used in deciding a procedure's validity. As a result of 
these cases, an:i in order to safeguard the proper use of these selection 
methods, a set of guidelines were drawn up by four agencies. 'lhese 
agencies were the U.S. Equal Einployment Opportunity Camrrission, the U.S. 
Civil Service Canmission, the U.S. Department of Labor, and the U.S. 
Department of Justice an:i in 1978 they published the Uniform Guidelines 
on Employee Selection Procedures. 'lhese guidelines set specific 
criteria for determinirg whether a selection instrument is valid an:i 
free from adverse llTl)act, as well as stating steps for alleviating these 
problems when they exist. The Guidelines adopt the use of a four-fifths 
rule for determining whether adverse impact exists against a minority 
groop. 'Ibis rule states that the passing ratio for a minority groop 
I!llst be at least 80% of the passing ratio for the rrajori ty groop. If it 
is less than 80% for acy minority groop, then there is adverse impact 
against that group (U.S. Equal Employ-rent Opportunity Commission et al, 
1978). In this case, the guidelines state that the instrument can be 
used only if one of three types of validity can be shown: criterion; 
construct; or content. Otherwise, the agency usirg the instrument Imlst 
make some type of adjustment to meet the 80% rule. 
'Ibis paper deals with the development an:i implementation of a 
selection measure for use by a large midwestem city. 'lhis rreasure will 
attempt to rreet two goals. First, it will be job-related, an:i secon:i, 
it will attempt to satisfy the Uniform Guidelines. 'Ihe measure will be 
used to pranote rrembers of the It'ire Department of the rark of either 
Firefighter or Firefighter/Paramedic to the rank of Fire Engineer. 'Ihe 
Engineer's primary duties are to calculate the amount of pressure 
necessary to give the other Fire Depa.rtrrent personnel sufficient water 
to battle the fire. In calrulating the pressure, he/she rrust take into 
account the diameter of the hose being used, the type of nozzle at the 
end of the hose, the ler:gth of the hose needed, and other factors as 
well. 'lhe force of water delivered is subject to change by either the 
Lieutenant or Captain who is in charge at the fire scene, but the 
Engineer IIR1St make sure that enough is delivered so that Fire personnel 
are able to figpt the fire, am not too much so as to renier the hose 
out of control of the Firefi@J.ters or even to burst. 
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The last time this exam had been given for this city was in 1978. 
'lhe results of that test showed there to be adverse impact agp.1.nst 
Blacks and Hispanics. Therefore, the District Court judge who heard the 
evidence ordered that promotions to Engineer for each racial grup shall 
reflect the precentages of the caniidate pool for those grups. These 
percentages were 80% white, and 20% minority, and promotions to Engineer 
reflected these percentages. However, in the six years since that 
eligible list was pooted, all minority candidates have either been 
pranoted to Engineer, or removed fran the list due to reasons such as 
death, retirement, took other pooitions, etc. So even thou@]. there were 
still white caniidates rana.ining on the eligible list, no rrore 
promotions could be made from that list. 'lherefore it was decided to 
hold a new exam in order to create a new eligible list. 
'lhe last time the test was given, there were two components. One 
was the written test, am the other was the performance ratir:gs fran the 
Fire Depa.rtroont for each candidate. 'lhese were wei@J.ted 70-30 
respectively to form a final score on which caniidates were rarked. A 
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consultant from Bowling Green State University was hired to help the 
City with the development and validation of the written test. Based on 
a job analysis of an Engineer's tasks, a 100 item multiple choice writ-
ten test was developed. It was developed by members of the Department 
of Personnel (OOP), as well as subject matter experts from the Fire 
Department. However, as previously stated, the results of that test 
proved to be discriminatory against minorities. 'lherefore, the 
consultant and the City attenpted to defen::l the exam by provir~ it to 
have criterion validity. In order to do this, they correlated the 
written test scores with several rreasures of performance specificalJ.y 
designed for that study. Those measures were designed to assess two 
main areas of an Engineer's job. The first was drivir:g skills, an:i the 
second was knowledge of pumping practices. However, the results of that 
validity study did not prove to be stror:g evidence of the City's claful 
of the exam's validity. All of the 100 items on the written test were 
examined to determine if they cculd be placed into one of the two 
categories of skills being measured in the validity study. None of the 
100 itens on the written test were categorized as rreasurirg driving 
skills. Fifty-three of the 100 items on the written test were 
categorized as rreasuring knCMledge of pumping practices. These 
fifty-three items were split into the areas of pumping computations, 
pumping knowledge, and pumping rules. Combinations of the 53 itens were 
correlated with the measures used in the validation study. 'lhe 
consultant concluded that only 41 of the total 100 itens on the written 
test were good predictors of performance on the job. He felt that only 
these should be used to form the basis of a final score, an:i that the 
5 
rema.1n1ng 59 items should be dropped. 'lhe City thougpt that this was 
rather drastic an:l would not leave them with a rreasure of any worth, so 
the decision was made by high ranking members of the DOP to use all 100 
itans. Since the instrument did result in adverse :l.mpact against 
minorities and its validity was not adequately deIIDnstrated, the 
District Court judge ordered that all pranotions based on that exam 
would be made in equivalent proportions to the candidate pool, as stated 
earlier. 
For the current exam, the City did not hire an outside consultant. 
Instead we conducted our own analyses. It was decided that the same 
basic type of written test would be used, only this time on a pass-fail 
basis, and that a new component would be added which would form the 
basis of a rark order list. This new canponent was a practical exam 
conducted on two large panels which simulate the controls of a fire 
efl9.ne. 'lhis part was adm1.nistered only to those carrl.idates who passed 
the written test. 'lhis practical test was developed by the Department 
of Personnel and one expert rrember of the Fire Departrrent who is the 
Engineer Instructor. 
Research of pranotional exams in other jurisdictions showed that 
this type of test has never been used before (K. Long, personal 
coomunication, October 7, 1986). The primary type of test used in other 
jurisdictions was a written test of job lmowledge. Other jursidictions 
in addition to written tests have used performance ratings, seniority, 
oral boards, or some combination of these, but none have used a practi-
cal test of this nature. 
The practical test was interned to be a hams-on, job-relate:i 
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rreasure of job perfornance. 'lhe Uniform Guidelines state that if a 
selection procedure does show adverse impact against a minority grcup, 
the procedure may still be used if it is derronstrated to be highly 
job-related. Proving the rreasure to be job-relateu is proof of its 
content validity. 'Ihe argurrent for the job-relatedness of the written 
exam was based on the job analysis. For the current exam, copies of the 
lists of tasks and Jmowledges, skills and abilities (KSA's) developed by 
the 1978 job analysis were sent to subject rra.tter experts fran the Fire 
Departrrent. 'Ibey reviewed these lists to determine whether or not they 
were still valid to the job of Engineer in 1984. The new written test 
items were based on the job analysis update and directly rreasured 
lmOW'ledge of hydraulics and pumping practices. The exact areas tested, 
and the number of items in each area, were: Traffic Safety and Accident 
Policy ( 4 questions); Defensive Driving ( 4); Engineer's Marual (19); an 
Engine Company Hose Record (9); Fire Departrrent Rules and Regulations 
(7); General Engineer KnOW'ledges (27); and Kncwledge of Hydraulic 
Principles (30). 'Ihe items were written by DOP staff and members of the 
Fire Department. Even though the current exam was based on the same 
information as the test in 1978 which proved to have adverse impact, it 
was also possible that the candidate p)pulation nay have charged in the 
six year interval, and it was possible that adverse impact would no 
longer be present. In ad.di tion, this tine the written test was only 
used on a pass-fail basis to determine who was eligible to take the 
practical. 'Ihe practical portion, along with a seniority canponent, 
constituted the candidates' final score. However, the Uniform Guide-
lines do state that not only should the bottom line show no adverse 
jjnpact, but any individual component should be free from adverse impact 
as well. So, even though we performed an update on the job analysis, 
our ma.in goal going into the written test was to elimina.te any adverse 
impact after this step. 
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At that point in time, we hoped that there would be no adverse 
impact to eliminate as a result of the practical test. The intent of 
the practical test was to closely simulate the actual con:iitions an:i 
duties an Engineer could face at a fire scene. Most important am::mg 
these is calculating the pressure necessary to deliver water to the 
Firefighters who are at the scene. 'Iherefore, the practical test was 
designed to rreasure how quickly an:i accurately a can:iidate could both 
calculate and then deliver this pressure. In addition to this, the 
practical test was designed to rreasure if the can:lidate could correctly 
perform a series of related functions. Arrong these are opening the 
proper gp.tes, correctly using a safety hitch, opening the front suction, 
keeping the discharge pressure below 200 pounds per square inch (psi), 
slo,ily l(J{feri.r:g the engine's revohltions per mirute (rpm), clasirJeS all 
gates when finished, and not slamming them shut. Since this test was 
the first of its type in the country, we had no real a priori beliefs as 
to whether or not it would show adverse impact. It was our belief that, 
even if adverse impact was found for the practical, we would be able to 
defend its use on the basis of content validity. We intended to use 
content validity as a defense rather than attenpt a criterion-related 
validation study for two reasons. First, it is notoriously difficult, 
tirre consuming, an:i expensive to develop objective rreasures of perform-
ance for the purpose of a criterion validation study. While we wanted 
to develop the best instrument we possibly could, we had very real con-
straints regarding m::mey an:i nan-power, and a validation study was not 
economical. Second, time and money were put into a criterion-related 
validation study of the written exam in 1978, an:i this turned out to be 
less than useful. We saw no need to repeat the sarre mi.stake. 
Instead, we reached an agreement with a lawyer fran the U.S. 
Department of Justice in Washington, D.C. 'Ibis was the sane lawyer who 
revieNed our results fran the 1978 test an:i succeeded in havirl?; quotas 
imposed upon us due to the exam's adverse impact. Under the agreemmt, 
he revieNed every step of the procedure as it was beirg developed, tock 
part in all decision-making regarding the test, and approved what we 
inten:ied to do before we did it. In this way, we satisfied the Unifonn 
Guidelines at each step of the procedure, and helped to diffuse any 
problems that arose 1f the practical test displayed adverse impact. 
Having direct input in the test decision-making from a federal attorney 
was also a first for this cam try. 
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To surmmrjze, then, we developed a selection neasure in order to 
promote Firefighters or Firefigtiter/Paramedics to the rank of Fire 
Engineer. 'Ibis neasure net two criteria. First, it was job-related, 
and second, it satisfied the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection 
regarding the use of personnel selection neasures. This measure net 
these criteria and was unique in two ways. First, it was the first test 
of its type in the country to use a practical hards-on test of job 
performance instead of relying merely on a paper-and-pencil test of job 
kncwledEJ:?. Secord, it had input into its development and use by a 
Department of Justice attorney. Previously, he had reviewed our work 
9 
after the fact. In these ways, we were setting new standards for future 
personnel selection procedures. 
CHAPI'ER II 
WRITI'EN TE.ST MErHOD 
Subjects 
Subjects for the written test were members of the Fire Department 
of the rank of either Firefighter or Firefighter/Pararredic and who had 
canpleted a one year probationary period in that rark as of the t:1me of 
application. Approximately 3000 members were eligible to take the test, 
of which 1150 applied for the written exam. Of this rn.unber, 1035 
actually appeared for the written test. 'lhe racial breakdown for the 
subjects is 727 whites, 239 Blacks, and 69 His:P3-nics. Since there is 
only one woman Firefighter, sex is not a variable. In addition, the 
male gen:ler will be used in referring to can:iidates thrcughout this 
paper. 
Any can:iidate who failed to ap~ar for either the written test or 
the practical portion was no longer considered to be eligible for pro-
motion. 'lherefore, analyses con:iucted on either portion of the test 
were confined to the number of candidates who took that portion. 
Materials and Equipment 
Candidates who arrived for the written test brcught with then #2 
pencils and their Notice to Report. 'lhe Notice was mailed to them by 
the Department of Personnel and gives the can:iidate information 
regp.rding which room to report to and at what ti.ma. A copy of the 
lU 
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Notice appears in Appendix A. Along with the Notice, candidates 
received in the mail the stub fran their application for the exam. The 
application has two portions, which are joined together. 'Ihe stub is 
a detachable portion of the application form which contains the can:ii-
date's name, the title of the exam applied for, the date and time the 
application was received by the Department of Personnel, arrl a uniq11= 
sequential serial number. Candidates who brougpt calculators with them 
to the written exam were allcwed to use them, but they were not re-
quired. 
At the exam site, carrlidates were given a starrlard National 
Computer System (NCS) Trans-Optic P099B answer sheet with 240 items. A 
copy of the answer sheet appears in Apperrlix A. Caniidates were also 
given a fingerprint card. 'Ihis is printed on a five by eigrit inch card. 
The top half is to be filled out by the candidate. There are blarks for 
name, social security number, birth date, height, weigrit, and color of 
eyes and hair. The bottom half contains three boxes where the 
candidates are to sigp and be fingerprinted at the canpletion of the 
test. A copy of the fi~erprint card appears in Appen:iix A. 
'lhere were two proctors in each room. Cne was a Proctor-in-Char~e 
(PIC), an:i the other was an Assistant Proctor (AP). 'Ihese proctors were 
teachers fran tl:1e Boa.rd of Education who were on our list of proctors 
fran previous tests. Proctors on our list were sent a notice informing 
them of the upcoming exam and asking them to call the Department of 
Personnel if they wished to work. A copy of this notice appears in 
Appendix A. Proctors received $35 for the day's work. 
Each proctor received a Proctor Guide after checking in at the 
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written exam site. 'lhe Guide contained general rules for the exam, a 
statement of understanding for the proctors to sign and turn in, am 
specific instructions to the proctors reg:1.rding the set up of the rooms 
and the test procooure. A copy of the Proctor Guide appears in Appen:iix 
A. 
Proctors also received, at time of check-in, an assignment card. 
'lhis card contains the proctor's name, the designations AP, PIC, and 
Hall, one of which was circled once the assignment was made, a space for 
room number which was filled in when that assignment was made, and a 
line on which the proctor was to sign once he or she had checked in. A 
copy of this assignment card appears in Appendix A. 
Department of Personnel stai'f at the written exam site had two 
computer generated sheets which contained the numbers of all rooms to be 
used in the exam dam the left hard side. One sheet was used for the 
APs and the other for the PICs. Proctors signed in 1rrnnediately to the 
right of their roan number and, at the conclusion of the test, signoo 
out 1rrnnediately to the rigpt of that. 
The PICs received the test booklets for their roan. 'lhe test 
booklets were packaged so that each roan received exactly its capacity. 
Each booklet contained 22 pages and a total of 100 multiple choice 
items. For security reasons, a copy of the booklet cannot be provided 
here. 'lhe cover contained the title and date of the exam, and the name 
of our departrrent and commissioner. Directions to the candidates were 
also printoo on the cover and read as follcws: 
ONLY TEST MATERIALS GIVEN TO YOU BY 'IllE PROCTOR SHOULD APPEAR 
ON YOUR DES\. TAKE ALL OlliER MATERIALS OFF YOlR DES\. 
'lhis is your written examination booklet. It contains 100 
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questions and 22 pages. You will have three hours to complete this 
test. (The t1me limit is set to all<Jfl almost all camidates to 
finish if they work steadily.) 'Ihe Answer Sheet given yoo is to be 
used with this booklet. Directions for the use of the Examination 
Booklet and the Answer Sheet appear on the back of this booklet. 
When told to do so, and Nar BEFORE, coont the pages in your 
test booklet to see that it is complete. 'lHIS IS YOUR RESPONSIBIL-
ITY. Then close your booklet and do not open it again uni tl you 
are told to do so. 
Page 1 of the booklet contained a Hensel chart showing pressures 
for various nozzle pressures and tip sizes. A copy of the Hensel chart 
appears in Apperrlix A. The remaining pages 2-21 contained the items, 
with more directions on the inside and ootside back cover. 'Ihe 
directions on the inside back cover read as foll<Jfls. 
WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED THE EXAMINATION PLACE ALL TEST 
MATERIALS INSIIE THE TEST IDCKLET. TlID-J RAISE YOUR HAND TO SIGNAL 
THE PROCTOR 'IHAT YOU ARE READY TO LEAVE. Wnen the Proctor-in-
Charge indicates that it is your turn to harrl in your papers, go to 
the front of the room. Give ALL test materials to the Proctor-in-
Charge. -
REMAIN WITH THE PROCTOR-IN-CHAIDE UNTIL HE SIGNS THE OOCKLET 
RECEIPI' FORM, INDICATifil 'IHAT YOU HAVE RETURJED YOUR TEST OOOKLEr. 
When you have witnessed the signing of the booklet receipt, 
the Proctor will check your fingerprint card. Go directly to the 
fingerprint station. You MUST be fingerprinted before you leave 
the building. Leave the building 1nnnediately after being finger-
printed. You will NOT be permitted to loiter in the building. 
'Ihe directions on the back cover read as follows. 
This page contains directions on the use of the separate 
ANSWER SHEEI' which has been handed to you. 
Each of the questions in this booklet has several suggested 
answers, lettered "A", "B", "C", and "D" (some questions may also 
have an ''E" answer.) Read each question and its letteroo answers in 
the Examination Booklet. When you have decided which answer is 
correct or roost nearly correct, blacken the circle on your ANSWER 
SHEET which is lettered the same as the answer you have selected. 
Be sure that the space you nark is in the rOrf numbered. the same as 
the question you are answering. Look carefully at your ANSWER 
SHEEr. Note that the questions are numberoo down the page. 
NCM look at the Sample in the box below:-7fave you blackened 
in space ''B" within the circle the same wey? 
NOI'E: 1. Use only a No. 2 pencil for marking. 
2. Make solid narks, heavy and black, that fill the circle 
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completely. 
3. Mark only one answer for each question. 
4. Ix> not make any strey marks on the Answer Sheet. 
5. Erase canpletely arw answer you wish to ch~e. 
Na.-1 fill in the example on SIDE ONE of the Answer Sheet. 
Note that itens 1 thrrugh 10 go da.-1n the page to the druble 
line. In the next colwm are item 11 throU@'l 20 and so on through 
item 60. Item 61 is bela.-1 the double line in the first colurm. 
'lhe proctors also received a Booklet Receipt Form on which they 
recorded the rumber of each bodclet passed out to can:iidates and a srace 
to initial when the booklets were returned at the end of the exam. 'lhe 
booklet rumbers were stamped on the upper right corner of the covers of 
each booklet. A copy of the Booklet Receipt Form appears in Appendix A. 
As ca.n:iidates left the written exam site after being fir:gefyrinted, they 
were given a receipt form. 'Ibis was printed on ei@"lt and one-half by 
eleven inch yella.-1 raper. Candidates turned this form in to their 
commanding officer in order to prove that they actually were at the exa.in 
site. 'Ibis was necessary due to the fact that rra.rw of the ca.n:iidates 
were scheduled to work their regular shift that rrorning, so the Fire 
Departrrent had to call rra.rw other employees back at overt1me rates in 
order to be properly manned, and the Fire Departrrent had agreed to pay 
all employees regularly scheduled to work but who took the exam. 
Therefore it was necessary for those employees to prove that they were 
at the exam site. A copy of this receipt form api:ears in Api:eroix A. 
Procedure 
In 1984, the Department of Personnel annrunced that applications 
would be taken for the position of Fire Engineer. Copies of the 
annruncemmt were distributed thrrughout the city, as well as posted in 
City Hall. The announcerrent listed job duties, salary, ra:iuirerents, 
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and when and wher-e to apply. A copy of the announcerrent is pr-ovided in 
Appen:iix A. Applications wer-e accepted fr-an August 14, 1984, thrrugh 
September- 28, 1984. Candidates wer-e given a copy of the announcerrent at 
the t1me of application. 
Once the deadline for- submi ttir:g applications had passed, the OOP 
scouted var-ious high schools in the city to use as the site of the 
wr-i tten exam. We needed one high school which was lar-ge enrui:91- to be 
able to hold almost all of the applicants. Based on past testing exper--
ience, the no-show rate for- wr-itten exams was usually 30%. However-, the 
no-show r-ate tended to be much lower- for pr-omotiona.l exams such as this 
one. 'lherefor-e, we needed a high school which could easily hold 1000 
people. In addition, r-ooms wer-e not over-booked as they usually ar-e, 
since we expected a high tUt'nrut r-ate. We wer-e easily able to fin:i a 
school which met OUt' needs, and this was decided on as the site for- the 
wr-i tten test. 
Notices wer-e then sent out t;o Boaro of Education teachers on our-
pr-octor- list fr-om pr-evious exams infornd.ng them that the test would be 
given an:i asking them to call us if they wisted to work. A cq)y of this 
notice appear-sin Appendix A. 'lhe proctor-s who responded wer-e told when 
and wher-e to r-epor-t, an:i their- names wer-e r-ecoroed on a list by the OOP 
cler-ical staff taking the calls. 
Next, the Notice to Repor-t was rmiled to all applicants. 'lb.is 
informed the candidates of the date, time, and location of the test, as 
well as the r-oan number- to which they wer-e to r-epor-t. A copy of this 
appeara in Appendix A. Candidates wer-e told to br-ing their- Notice with 
them to the wr-itten test, as well as No. 2 pencils. 
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Candidates were assigned to a room alphabetically by DOP clerical 
staff. We had an alphabetical list of all applicants, am a list of all 
rooms to be used at the high school. Assigrurents were ma.de to a room 
fran the applicant list until the roan's capacity was reached, and then 
assignments to the next room were begun. However, if two candidates had 
the same last name, they were assignro to separate roans, with the 
second person going to the next room on the 11st. 'lhis was done in 
order to attenpt to separate candidates who were related. 
During the week prior to the written test, the test booklets were 
printed. Approximately 1400 booklets were printro on Januat"J 16. 'lhey 
were stored in the DOP vault until the day of the test. Also during 
this week, copies of the Proctor Guide were distributed to OOP staff 
members who would be working at the exam site. A copy of the Proctor 
Guide appears 1n Appemix A. Department of Personnel staff worked as 
either Hall Proctors, Room proctors, or in the office. Hall Proctors 
were responsible for seeing that everything in the roans they were 
assigned to watch went as srroothly as possible. 'lhey ma.de sure that 
roans had enrugp materials, set up quickly, finished at the api;.ointed 
time, checked to see that the PICs and APs were watching the candidates, 
am reportro arw serious problems to the Office. One Hall Proctor on 
each floor was designated the Floor Proctor for that floor, and so in 
charge of all Hall Proctors on that floor. In the event of arw roan not 
having two proctors, a OOP member filled in as the AP and assumed all 
duties normally performed by the AP. 'lhese duties will l>e discussed 
later. Departrrent of Personnel staff assigned to the Office were re-
sponsible for all the paperwork. 'lhey rm.de sure that all proctors 
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signed their assignment cards and sign-in and sign-out sheets, checked 
all ITBterials when returned, coonted test booklets to make sure all were 
returned and w1 th all their pages, and filled out new Notices for any 
can:iidate who either forgot or lost theirs. 
One member of the OOP staff was appointed the Examiner-in-Charge 
(EIC) for the school. He was the final authority for any problem that 
arose during the test. A second was appointed the Assistant Examiner--
in-Charge (AEIC). He was responsible for briefir:g the proctors just 
prior to the test, for periodic checking of the rooms, resolving srrBll 
problans, and reporting large problans to the Office and the EIC. 
'lhe EIC conducted the briefing for OOP staff 1n the week prior to 
the written test. The purpose of this briefir:g was to go over rules of 
the test for any new employees who may not have worked an exam before, 
to distribute an:i reviet1 the Proctor Guide, and to discuss the OOP staff 
assignments made by the EIC for the test. 
The written test was held on saturday, Jaruary 19, 1985. 'lhe EIC 
transported the test booklets and other rraterials from the DOP vault in 
City Hall to the exam site. All other OOP staff reported directly to 
the exam site. Once there, the OOP staff prepared for proctor sign-in 
by placing the sign-in sheets on a table, ranovirg the test bocklets 
from boxes, and alphabetizing the proctor assignment cards. 
When the OOP staff were ready, the school doors were opened. As 
people entered, OOP staff checked Notices to see 1f they were proctors 
or can:iidates. Proctors were told to check in, and cardidates were told 
to wait in the hallway. NorrrBlly, candidates are not allowed to enter 
the school until all roans are prepared by the APs and PICs, but this 
particular day was bitterly cold, so we allowed them to wait in the 
hallway. 
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As proctors checked in, their names were checked against our list 
of proctors who had agreed to work. 'lhey were then given their assign-
ment card, which they signed and held until the eni of the test. All 
proctors who arrived first were assigned as PICs until all rooms had a 
PIC. At that point, all subsequent proctors were assigned as APs. 
After all rooms had two proctors, others were assigned as Hall Proctors. 
Assignments to roans were made in rn.urerical order. After they received 
their assigrnnents, the proctors then signed the appropriate sign-in 
sheet next to their roan number. 
At this time, proctors received the test materials. Those 
assigned as PICs received the test booklets, the APs received kits con-
taining answer sheets, pencils, fingerprint cards, and the Bodclet 
Receipt Form, and Hall Proctors received a kit containing extra answer 
sheets and fingerprint cards. For the PICs, the numbers of the bocklets 
they received were recorded on the far rigpt of the sign-in sheet, on 
the same line as the proctor's roan number. All proctors regardless of 
assignment received a Proctor Guide. After this, they were told to wait 
in the auditorium for the briefing. 
The OOP member assigned as the AEIC con:lucted the proctor brief-
ing. 'lhe purpose of the briefing was prirmrily to review the rules of 
the test, and the Proctor Guide. First, the AEIC asked all PICs to 
check their test booklets to make sure they had the booklet numbers that 
were printed on the shrink wrap cover. If they were rnissirg bocklets, 
they were told to raise their hand and we gave them more booklets. 'lhe 
numbers of any additional booklets given to PIGs were also recorded on 
the proctor sign-in sheet. 
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At this point in the briefing, the AEIG asked the proctors to turn 
to the second last page of the Proctor Guide, which was test rules. rrhe 
AEIG read these aloud. He then asked than to turn to the last page 
which was the proctor Staterrent of Understanding. rrhe proctors were 
told to read this page and sign at the bottom of the page. 'lhese were 
then collected by OOP staff. The AEIG contirued on with the briefing. 
He covered point by point the instructions printed in the Proctor Guide. 
He informed them that what is printed in capital letters in the Guide is 
to be read verbat1rn to the can:iidates. The AEIG also pointed out what 
the proctors' specific duties are. Specifically, the PIG is in charge 
of the roan. 'lhe PIG writes directions on the blackboaro, reads the 
directions to the candidates, helps check papers as candidates turn them 
in, an::1 puts ITB.terials in proper order for check-out. The AP assists 
the PIG. 'lhe AP places answer sheets and fingerprint cards on the desks 
in the roan. 'lhe AP assists in checking papers as can:iidates turn than 
in, and helps put materials in proper order for check-rut. At the 
briefing, the proctors were also told not to sit during the test, but to 
walk around the room and check on the candidates. At the conclusion of 
the briefing, the proctors were dismissed to begin preparing their 
rooms. 
Specific instructions to the proctors regarding the set up of the 
room, and directions to be read to the candidates, are contained in the 
Proctor Guide. After reaching their roans, the PIG wrote on the black-
board the narre of the school, the date, the exam, and the room number. 
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The PIG also wrote the examples on page 1 of the Guide on how to fill in 
the name, identification number, and special code sections of the answer 
sheet on the board. At the same time, the AP placed a fingerprint card 
and answer sheet on every desk in the room. 
Once the rooms were prepared, and at the time designated by the 
EIC, the carrlidates were all&ed to proceed to their roans. Proctors 
stood in the entrance to their rooms and checked the Notices. If can-
didates were at the wrofl?; roan, they were directed to the proper roan. 
If candidates did not have a Notice, proctors instructed them to report 
to the Office. There, the EIC checked their name against rur list of 
candidates who had applied. If their name was on the list, a Notice was 
made rut for them there by the EIC. They then reported to their roans. 
If a candidate's name was not on our list, the EIC made a Notice for 
him, sent him to the roan, and wrote the carrlidate' s name, social secu-
rity number, and roan assigned to at the bottan of the list. 
Approximately 15-30 mirutes after the candidates reported to their 
rooms, the proctors proceeded. 'lhe PIG in each roan followed numbers 
3-9 as printed in the Proctor Guide in Appendix A. 
During the test, proctors walked about the room, checking that 
candidates were filling in answer sheets properly, and checking that no 
candidate was cheating. Hall Proctors looked in on their roans to make 
sure the PICs and APs were circulating and not sittirg at the desk. The 
Hall Proctors also recorded the Start Time, Stop Time, and Room Count as 
written on the blackboard by the PIG. These were then turned in to the 
Office by each floor's Floor Proctor. 
As carrlidates finished, the PICs and APs followed steps 10-14 of 
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the Proctor Guide re~rding collection and orgpnization of materials. 
Candidates were also g;l..ven their Proof of Attendance Form to be turned 
in to their corrnmnding officer. Once a candidate checked out of a room, 
he was directoo to the first floor to be fingerprinted. Three stations 
for fingerprinting were set up by stairways on the first floor. 'Ihe 
fingerprinting was done by Fingerprint Technicians fran the Police 
Department. The candidates were fingerprinted in box 1 on the card. 
After bei11?; fingerprinted, ca.rrlidates left the school. 
When all candidates from a room had finished, the proctors or-
ganized the materials according to the instructions in the Proctor Guide 
and reported to the Office. In the Office, DOP staff checked that the 
nunbers of the booklets turned in for a roan rmtched the rrumbers of the 
booklets assigned to that room, as recorded on the PIG sign-in sheet. 
The DOP staff checked that the Booklet Receipt Form was included am 
signed by the PIC. 'Ihe DOP staff also checked that the Notices were re-
turned an:i alphabetized a.rrl that the answer sheets were in alphabetical 
order. Once all these were checked, proctors were allowed to sign out 
on their respective sheets. They signed out imrrediately to the right of 
where they had signed in. 'Ihe proctors also turned in their assignrrent 
cards. 'Ihese were used later by our clerical staff to produce the 
payroll for proctors for that exam. Proctors then left the school. 
As the test booklets were checked in at the Office, IOP staff 
members brought them to the basement. 'Ihere, the test booklets were 
bumoo, except for approximately 100 which were kept for future refer-
ence. After all candidates and proctors left, and all booklets were 
bumoo, the test rmterials were returnoo to the DOP vault in City Hall. 
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'Ille following week, the test papers were scored by our Scoring secticn 
usiQ; an answer key an:l our scoring rrachine. Tne results of the written 
test, and its impact on the practical portion, are discussed in the 
Written Test Results section. After the papers were scored, an::l scoring 
decisions made by officials of the OOP, score notices were mailed out to 
all can:lidates. A copy of both the pass~ an.i failing score notices 
appear in Appendix A. 
CHAPI'ER III 
WRI'ITEN TEST RESULTS 
The first step taken in examining the results of the written test 
was to conduct an item analysis. 'lhe rrain purpose of the item analysis 
was to determine whether 8IrJ items were flawed and should be removed, or 
double-keyed. A list of the 100 items, along with the percentages of 
candidates answering them correctly and the point-biserials is presented 
in Table 1. 
Based on the iten analysis, six itens were identified as beir:g 
possible problems. 'lhese were itaJB 5, 23, 26, 56, 64, and 65. As can 
be seen in Table 1, for each of these itens, less than 30% of the total 
groop answered them correctly. 'lhe items were reviewed by members of 
the OOP, as well as by subject rratter experts to determine whether the 
items were indeed correct as written. 'lhe review concluded that the 
items were correct. Therefore, it was decided that these items were too 
difficult, and so were dropped fran further consideration at that point. 
It has been cur practice to do this with previous exams, so this was not 
an urn.1sual or unprecedented decision. 
In addition, item 52 displayed a negative point-biserial, which 
would indicate a negative correlation between answering the item cor-
rectly am overall success on the test. However, this item was also 
reviewed by the OOP staff and experts from the Fire Departrrent and it 
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Table 1 
a 
Item Analisis From the Written Test 
Percentage of Point 
Item Correct Answers Biserial 
1 46.85 .3821 
2 47.53 .2049 
3 44.92 .3419 
4 51.02 .3705 
5 22.07 .1009 
6 88.29 .2002 
7 81.99 .2960 
8 70.47 .2343 
9 69.31 .3089 
10 33.98 .3566 
11 92.06 .2722 
12 74.25 .3075 
13 61.08 .4246 
14 67.67 .4723 
15 89.35 .1050 
16 74.64 .2999 
17 61.47 .3845 
18 75.02 -3748 
19 45.89 .3896 
20 73.67 .2355 
21 59.63 -3304 
22 80.83 .3883 
23 21.88 .2734 
24 87.12 .1803 
25 70.96 .3751 
26 27.88 .0802 
27 58.57 .1693 
28 90.03 .2503 
29 95.55 .2162 
30 86.74 .2916 
31 94.77 .2728 
32 97.68 .1399 
33 81.12 .2568 
34 98.26 .1385 
35 96.90 .2236 
36 81.70 .2453 
37 83.35 .3371 
38 74.54 .4839 
39 64.47 .4483 
40 70.67 .3741 
41 85.48 .1621 
42 52.27 .3873 
43 44.82 .0409 
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Table 1 (Contirued) 
Item Analisis From the Written Test 
Percentage of Point 
Item Correct Answers Biserial 
44 73.38 .2653 
45 53.44 .2374 
46 73.67 .5171 
47 61.08 .5315 
48 70.96 .2724 
49 76.28 .5475 
50 55.86 .2895 
51 34.27 .3118 
52 50.63 -.0935 
53 92.35 .1635 
54 85.96 .3574 
55 72.51 .3061 
56 28.27 .1629 
57 32.72 .0417 
58 61.37 .4591 
59 78.61 .5009 
60 79.28 .4904 
61 77.54 .4876 
62 65.54 .4636 
63 53.24 .4653 
64 25.46 .2361 
65 20.12 .0815 
66 60.89 .5405 
67 68.34 .2269 
68 39.98 .4342 
69 57.79 .4241 
70 68.44 .4961 
71 40.95 .1013 
72 53.82 .5014 
73 45.98 .3587 
74 38.14 .2701 
75 53.05 .1818 
76 44.53 .4566 
77 59.92 .5412 
78 46.95 .4669 
79 58.28 .5070 
80 52.18 .2594 
81 66.31 .4939 
82 48.89 .2912 
83 36.30 .3241 
84 64.76 .6467 
85 68.44 .6037 
86 67.38 .5741 
Table 1 ( Continued) 
Item Analysis From the Written Test 
Percentage of 
Correct Answers 
a 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
g = 1035. 
61.08 
49.76 
64.28 
61.47 
68.44 
74.06 
62.54 
60.21 
63.12 
61.96 
46.95 
55.95 
33.11 
61.08 
Point 
Biserial 
.5884 
.5372 
-3726 
.5556 
.5535 
.4770 
.5866 
.6604 
.6188 
.5062 
.2869 
.3490 
.2625 
.5050 
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was determined that the item was correct as written, and so it was left 
in the scor:irg. No other items were identified as be:irg specifically 
problematic. 'lhis left 94 items to form the basis of the written test 
score. 
Next, raw scores were canputed for all can:iidates. Raw scores 
were simply the amount of items correct using the 94 rerraining. After 
that, the rrean raw scores for each race grrup, as well as the rrean for 
the total group, were computed. 'lhese figures are presented below in 
Table 2. 
Table 2 
Descriptive Statistics From the Written Test 
Group Mean S.D. N 
Whites 63.5779 15.3488 727 
Blacks 54.6067 13.8702 239 
Hispa.nics 58.8986 13.7233 69 
Total 61.1897 15.3768 1035 
A one-way analysis of variance revealed the difference in raw 
scores to be significant, F(2, 1033) = 18.13, .P.<-01. 'Ille proposed pas-
sing point for the written test was a score of 60. This was the pas-
sing point for the previous test, so it was used as a preliminary cutoff 
here. Setting that as the pa.ss:irg point yielded the follcwing results 
listed in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Pre11.rninari Passing Point for the Written Test -
Number Number Pass 
GroU£ Taking Passing Rate 
Whites 727 437 60.11 
Blacks 239 88 36.82 
Hispanics 69 33 47.83 
Total 1035 558 53.91 
% fuite 
Rate 
61.25 
79.57 
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As can be seen in the column labeled % White Rate, setting the 
passirg point at a raw score of 60 would have resulted. in adverse impact 
against Blacks and Hispanics since their passing rates were less than 
80% of the passirg rate for whites. 'lherefore, accoroing to the Uniform 
Guidelines, we needed to talce some action to alleviate the problem. 
Even though we had updated the job analysis, the lawyer fran the 
Justice Departrrent did not feel that this was sufficient to defend the 
results of the written test on the basis of content validity. There-
fore, it was decided to standardize the raw scores. 'Ibis decision was 
made at a rreeting with officials of the OOP and the Justice Department 
lawyer. We had two basic courses open to us. One was to standardize 
each of the race grcups to the rrean and stan::la.ro deviation of the total 
group. 'lhe second was to standardize the Blade and Hispanic grcups to 
the rrean and staniaro deviation of the whites. 'lhere were pros am cons 
for each method. 'lhe pros for the first rrethod were that we would be 
sta.n::1a.roizing basically on a color blind systen. 'lhat is, in stam-
ardizing each of the three race groups to the total ITEan, all of the 
grcups are affectoo regaroless of their distributions. 
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'Il1e end result would be the sane distribution for all three grrups. 1Ihe 
cons for this rrethod were that the rreans, and thus individual scores, 
for Blacks and Hispanics were being raised, while the rrean, and indivi-
dual scores, for whites was being l011ered. White candidates would feel 
that their scores were being arbitrarily lowered just to pass rrore 
minorities. 
For the secon:i rrethod, the rrain advantage was that scores for 
white candidates would not be lowered. They would stay emctly the 
same. This would elmiinate what is the rrajor problem of the first 
method. 'lhe con, however, was that scores for Blacks and Hispanics 
would be raised to an even higher rrean than they would have been in the 
first method. 'lhis may have resulted in aiding them too much. 'Ihe 
Justice Department lawyer preferre:i the first rretrod since we were ap-
plying the sane correction to all grrups, regardless of race. Since we 
wanted his approval in order to avoid goirg to coo.rt, it was decided to 
use the first rrethod. 
Standardizing all three race grrups to the mean an:i stan:iaro de-
viation of the total groo.p, and using a standardized score of 60 as 
passing, produced the results presented bel0/1 in Table 4. 
Table 4 
Passing Rates Standardizing to the Overall Mean 
Group No. Passing Pass Rate % White Rate 
Whites 392 53.92 
Blacks 125 52.30 96.99 
Hisµmics 38 55.07 102.13 
Total 555 53.62 
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As can be seen in Table 4, we now met the 80% rule for both Blacks 
and Hispanics. 
However, even though this method would suit our needs an:i was 
approved by the Justice Departrrent, our Deputy Camnissioner still felt 
that whites were being adversely affected by the result an:i that we 
would have a very real problem explaining it to the Fire Department 
officials and to cardidates. Therefore, a canpranise was reached. Due 
to the standardization, a white candidate could have a raw score greater 
than 60, but a stan::lardized score of less than 60 ard so not pass. The 
compromise allowed all candidates with a raw score of 60 or greater to 
pass in addition to an,yone with a standardized score of 60. In this 
way, white scores would not be lowered. In addition, the Fire Depart-
ment had been pressuring us to reinstate the six itens dropped at the 
beginning. The reason they wanted than back in was prirrarily racial. 
The top officers of the union, including the president, are all white, 
and the vast majority of union members are white. So, while the leaders 
wanted to represent all the rrembers of the union, in reality they were 
ma.inly concerned with getting a fair shake for 1"111 tes. 'lhe union lead-
ers felt that, while overall very few cardidates answered these itens 
correctly, the ones who got than correct were predominantly white. 
Therefore, putting these items back into the scoring helped whites an:i 
made the union leaders look gpod to their leadership. So, a canpromise 
was reached with them. Any correct responses to the six items would be 
counted towards a raw score of 60, but we would not recalculate the 
means ani stardard deviations and chall!;e the stan::laroization. A stan::l-
ardized score of 60 was still passing, but also now, any candidate who 
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had 60 out of the total 100 items correct would also pass. Since the 
means were not recalculated, no new minorities passed. 'Ihis did result 
in an additional 62 whites passing. As can be seen below in Table 5, 
adding the 62 whites l&ered the passirg ratio for Blacks and Hispanics 
compared to whites, but both still met the 80% criteria. 'lherefore, 
this method was approved by the Justice Department and score notices 
were sent to all candidates. Copies of these appear in Appendix A. 'lhe 
final passing rates are presented bel& in Table 5. 
Table 5 
Final Passing Rates From the Written Test 
Group No. Passing Pass Rate % White Rate 
Whites 454 62.45 
Blacks 125 53.19 85.17 
Hispanics 38 55.07 88.18 
Total 617 59.61 
Therefore, a total of 617 can:iidates were eligible to take the 
practical. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
PILOT TEsr MEITHOD 
Subjects 
Subjects for the pilot test of the practical portion were incum-
bent Engineers from the Fire Departrrent. 'lhe Engineers were picked at 
randan, but stratified t.o reflect the racial canposition of Engineers in 
the whole Department. A total of 80 Engineers were used, with the 
racial breakdown being 54 whites, 22 Blacks, and 4 Hispanics. 
Materials and Equipment 
For the practical and pilot parts of the test, there were no out-
side proctors used, only Departrrent of Personnel staff and one member of 
the Fire Department. For the pilot, two roans were used at the Fire 
Academy, with two DOP staff members to each room. Each roan contained a 
sirnulat.or and a control board. A s:lmulator is a panel which simulates 
as closely as possible the controls of a fire engine. Each roan con-
tained a different simulat.or since there are two different types of en-
gines used by the Fire Department. One was a Hale, and the other a 
Watercus. The simulat.ors, as well as the control boards, were built t.o 
the Fire Department's specifications by the Fire Research Corporation of 
New York. Pictures of these appear in Appendix B. 
Figure 1 in Appendix B shows the Hale simulator. All controls are 
clearly rna.rked for the canll.dates. The Hale simulat.or is 64" high, 36" 
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wide, and 22" deep. 'lhe top row is labeled 1 in Figure 1. 'lhe left-
most control is the relief valve. To its right is the suction gauge, / ,: 
{ ./ 
then the main pump pressure gauge. 'lhe two smaller dials at the ri'i/P.1 i'i 
1' c:, 
are gauges for water tanperature of the radiator aui oil pressure. '111Ef-'-
~ 
four lights 1mmediately below are water level indicators. From left tlp ", 
\ 
right in the rOlf labeled 2 are the air pressure gauge for clearir:g out "\v · 
the hard line hose, a set of panel gauge ligpts, the tachometer, and the 
Discharge 5 gauge. 'Ihe three handles in rcw 3 are the front suction, 
the hose reel, and the Discharge 5 valve. 'Ihe two sets of dials and 
han:iles in rcw 4 are the Discharge 3 and 4 gauges and haniles. In rcw 5 
are the Discharge 1 and 2 gauges and handles. Row 6 shows the throttle, 
Discharge 1 port, transfer valve, Discharge 2 port, ani the tark-to-pump 
valves. Working down from the top left of row 7 are the primer, a pump 
cooler, an auxiliary pump cooler, an:i the rrain pump drain. The large 
opening at the center is the auxiliary side intake. Just above it to 
the left an:i rigpt are the Discharge 1 an:i 2 bleooers. A srraller auxi-
liary intake is to the right of the auxiliary side intake, and below 
that is its blee:ler. Finally, the hanile at the lcwer right is to open 
the auxiliary intake. 
Figure 2 in Appen:iix B slnws the Waterrus simulator. This is 61" 
high, 38" wide, and 30" deep. From left to ri'i/P.t in row 1 of Figure 2 
is the compound gauge, tank water level indicators, the tachometer, the 
panel gauge heater, and the main pump pressure gauge. Row 2 shows a 
panel light switch, an am meter for measurir:g amps, the water tanpera-
ture gauge, oil pressure gauge, and a reel rewind switch. 'Ihe five 
dials in rcw 3 are the pump pressure gauges for Discharges 1-5. In rcw 
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4 is the air pressure gauge for clearing out the hard line, a tank fill 
and recirculatirg valve, a reel discharge valve, an er:gine cooler valve, 
a pressure relief valve with a smaller 4-way valve just below it, and an 
electric transfer switch. Row 5 contains the #4 Discharge valve, #1 
Discharge bleeder and #1 Discharge port, #1 Discharge valve, #3 Dis-
charge port am #3 Discharge bleeder, #3 Discharge valve, relief valve 
indicator lights, a pump mode indicator li@'lt just below, a tank dis-
charge valve, am the throttle and priner. In r& 6 is the #5 Discharge 
valve, #2 Discharge valve, #2 Discharge bleeder, #2 Discharge port, and 
#2 Discharge valve. In r& 7 is the auxiliary intake valve, a small 
auxiliary intake port, a front suction valve, a large auxiliary intake 
port, the rmin pump drain, am a rranual pump shift to dis- and re-
connect the transmission. 
Attached to the top of both s:lmulators was a Hensel chart which 
lists the pressures necessary for certain types of nozzles and hooes at 
various lergths. This is exactly the same as the Hensel chart which 
appeared in the written test booklet. A copy of this appears in 
Appeniix A. On the reverse side was a chart showif6 the gp.llons per 
minute flowing at various nozzle pressures and sizes. These charts were 
encased in clear plastic. A copy of the reverse side smwing the 
gallons per munite appears in Appendix B. 
Each s:lmulator was cormected to a control boaro. Unlike the s:im-
ulators, the two boards are identical. Each produces a digital readrut 
of the nozzle and discharge pressures set on the s:lmulator by tlle can-
didates. 'lhis enabled the DOP staff to record a precise reading for 
each setting. A picture appears 1n Figure 3 in Appendix B. 
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Each control board is 35" wide and 24" deep. 'Ihe faces are a red 
metal angled at 45 degrees with the viewing heigpt approximately 40" 
higp- 'Ihe bottom row labeled 1 in Figure 3 are connections for eigpt 
Discharge gp.tes. All eight were not used since each simulator only has 
five Discharge gates. Only four were used, one for each problem. 'Ihe 
ones that were used were connected by banana plug to one of the r& of 
switches labeled 2 in Figure 3. 'Ibis rOif regulates the diarreter of the 
hose, varying fran one an:l one-half inches on the left to five inches on 
the rigpt. 'Ihe length of hose is regulated by the knobs at the top. 
The ''Fail" tuttons simulate a turst line of hose. 'Ibis was then con-
nected by 'oo.nana plug to the row which controls the type of nozzles, 
labeled 4 in Fibure 3. 'Ihe rOif of controls labeled 3 controls various 
options not used in this test. From left to rigpt, the first two allow 
for Y nozzles, the next two control the elevation, am the last is for 
using a sprinkler standpipe. 'Ihe top row of switches labeled 5 are the 
open am close switches for each Discharge gp.te. 'Ihe switch for a part-
icular gp.te rrust be open in order to read the Discharge pressure on the 
boaro. 
'Ihere are two colwms of controls to the right, labeled 6 ar:d 7. 
Going down in column 6, this box produces a digital readout of the 
nozzle pressure in l" numbers. 'lhe box 1lnrrEdiately belOif produces the 
pump pressure. Bel™ that is a knob which controls which Discharge 
gate's readirg will ap~ar. Bel& that is a knob for controllirg the 
hydrant pressure (usually 30-32 psi). Below that is a knob to change 
the water source fran hyctrant to tank, draft or relay. If the relay is 
set, it rrust be connected to the bottan control labeled "Relay". 
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At the top of colUIIU1 7 is the switch to control which Discharge 
gate's nazzle pressure will be displayed. Bel(J(( that is a knob which 
controls the temperature of the water in the radiator. Below that is a 
knob to control the oil pressure. Bel(J(( that is a knob to control the 
air pressure in the tanks used to blow cut a hard line (hose) after its 
use and before being wrapped up and returnai to the er:gine. Next is a 
switch to control the pump size (750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, or 2000 
gµn). Next is the switch to control the level of water in the tank. 
Irrmediately to its left is an open-close switch for the tank. 'Ihe last 
switch is the on-off switch with a pilot light on the left ani a fuse on 
the right. 
Most of these options were not used for this test. There were 
only three variables used in the pilot. 'lhe type of nozzle was either a 
100 gpm adjustable fog, a 250 gpm adjustable fog, a one a.rrl one-quarter 
inch, or a task force tip. 'lhe second variable was the diameter of the 
hose. This was either one and one-half inches, two and one-half inches, 
or three inches. 'lhe third variable was the length of the hcse. 'Ibis 
rar:ged fran 100 to 500 feet in incranents of 100, with one exception 
being a length of 150 feet used for one problem. 
On the front side of the control boards is a radio. By switching 
this on, the speaker can communicate to a candidate througp a speaker. 
This sirrnllates a canrran:lir:g officer who is in a burnir:g buildir:g gl.vi~ 
orders to the Engineer via radio. However, this feature was also not 
used in this test. 
The DOP staff used MacGregor 100 stop watches to record the t:une 
it took the subjects to calculate an answer or produce a setting. 'lhese 
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produce a digital readrut to the hundredth of a second. Special answer 
sheets were used by OOP staff to record candidates' res}X)nses. These 
answer sheets were created specifically for this test. On it were 
recorded the date, the candidate's name am social security number, the 
type of simulator, and the initials of the two DOP proctors. For each 
of the four problems, there were SlJB.ces to record the problem number, 
calculated answer and tirre needed to produce it, the tachorreter reading, 
nozzle pressure, am whether the can::lidate correctly performed a series 
of related functions. A copy of the answer sheet appears in Appendix 
B. 
'lhe DOP staff also had a Proctor Guide which they foll&ed in ad-
ministering the pilot test. A copy of the Proctor Guide appears in 
Appen:iix B. 
Procedure 
'lhe first step 1n the pilot test was to select the Engineers to be 
used. To do this, six envelopes, one representing each district in the 
city, were assembled. Each envelope contained slips of paper with the 
rrumbers of all the engine coI!l)anies within that district. One slip of 
paper was ran:ianly selected fran each of two envelopes for each ap-
pointment tirre ( 9: 00 and 1 : 00) each day. 
Two eqp.ne canpanies were selected at approximately 4 :00 p.rn. each 
day for the pilot study the next day at 9:00 a.m. Two additional engine 
canpanies were selected at approximately 9:00 a.m. for the pilot study 
that afternoon at 1:00 p.m. Once an engine canpany nwnber was used, it 
was not eligible to be used again. In addition, once rur quota for a 
particular race group was filled, if an engine canpany whose Engireer 
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was of that race group was drawn, it was not used and another company 
was drawn. The e~ine canpanies at the airport were not inc1D.ded in 
this process due to difficulties in replacing them when talcing them out 
of service. 
The items used in the pilot study were drawn up by the Fire De-
partment official who is in char~ of Engineer training. As stated 
earlier, the three con:iitions in each problem which varioo were the 
length of the hose, the diameter of the hose, and the type of nozzle 
used. Two sets of four problans each were used. The problems in the 
first set were numbered 1-4, and these in the second set were ru.mbered 
96-99. Problans 1 ani 98 were designoo to be parallel in that the only 
difference between the two problems was the length of the hcse. In Uke 
manner, problems 2 an:i 96 were :µa.rallel, 3 an:i 99, am 4 an:i 97. A set 
was picked at randan for a day's use at the begl.nning of the day, and 
that set was used for the entire day. This was done in oroer to ran-
domly balance the problem sets acrcss race of the subjects. 
Prior to the Engineers arriving at the Fire Acadany, the Engineer 
Instructor made all the connections on the simulator control boards, 
malcing sure that the Discharge gp.tes being used were properly set up. 
Two DOP staff were assigned to each simulator. 'lheir duties were to 
read the instructions fran the Proctor Guide, recoro the subjects' ans-
wers and their response times, and check the behaviors listed on the 
answer sheet. One of the DOP staff recorded all res!X)nses while the 
second verified the accuracy of the recordings. All of the DOP staff 
received training in the use of the s1rnulat.ors prior to the pilot study. 
When the Engineers arrived, one was assigned to the Hale s1rml-
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1ator, and one to the Waterous. 'lhe DOP staff followed the directions 
in the Proctor Guide in Ap~ndix B in administerirg the pilot. In-
structions in capital letters were read to the subjects verbatim. 'llie 
subjects were read a problem. Their answer am the time it tock to cal-
culate it were recorded on the answer sheet. 'lliey were then instructed 
to deliver the calculatoo pressure on a particular discharge gate on the 
silTD.llator. 'lheir actual setting was recorded, as well as the time it 
tock the subjects to deliver it. At that point, the subjects were told 
to step away fran the simulator, and the DOP staff inspected all the 
controls in order to check off whether the subject correctly ~rformed 
the duties listed on the answer sheet. When the recordings were made, 
the subjects were told to shut dam the line as if they were 60~ back 
to quarters. Then this procedure was repeated for the next three prob-
lems, with the exception of the third am fourth exercises. After the 
third exercise, subjects were not told to shut down the line. 'llie 
fourth exercise given to the subjects was to be added on to the line 
already used for the third exercise. After the fourth exercise, the 
subjects were then told to shut dcwn the lines as if they were returnirg 
to quarters. When all four exercises were canpleted, the Engineers were 
allcwed to leave. 
CHAPTER V 
PII.DT TEST RESULTS 
Once the data fran the pilot test had been gathered and entered 
onto our computer system, the next step was to create a score based on 
the responses recorded on the answer sheet. A canplicated scoring 
method was worked out. We begm with a base total of 100 points. Since 
there were four exercises, each exercise was worth 25 points. In each 
exercise, there were two main components. One was calcu1ating and set-
tirg the pressure, ard the other was performing correctly the series of 
related duties. The 25 points per exercise were divided so that each of 
the two 1113.in areas was worth 12.5 points. Discussions between the 
Engineer Instructor of the Fire Departrent and members of the DOP re-
sulted in four policies regarding scorir:g. First, it was decided that 
being able to calculate the pressure needed quickly and accurately was 
slightly more important than beir:g able to set the pressure quickly arrl 
accurately. Therefore, of the 12.5 points of each exercise to be ac-
counted for by this, 55% would cane fran calculatirg the pressure, arrl 
45% would come fran setting the pressure. Second, it was also decided 
that it was just as important in both calculating arrl setting to be fast 
as it was accurate, so the weightings for accuracy and speed are equal 
in the scoring. Third, it was decided that the related duties canpris-
ing 12.5 points of each exercise should be Equally weighted. 'lherefore, 
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for a given exercise, the number of duties to be checked were divided 
into 12.5 to determine the number of points for each item. Lastly, it 
was decided that there should be ranges of acceptability in the accuracy 
an:i speed in settir:g and calculating the pressure. So, beginnirg with a 
base of 5 points, the farther a candidate was from the correct answer or 
the desired sett:lng, the fewer points achieved, do.-m to a mimmum of 
zero. 'lhe candidate would lose one point for every 10 pounds, plus or 
mirlls, fran the correct answer. For setting, the camidate would lose 
one point for every 5 pounds, plus or mirus, from the calculated answer. 
For speed, beginn~ with a base of 5 points, the lorger it took a cam-
idate to calculate or set the pressure, the fewer points achieved, down 
to a minimum of zero. 'lhe carrlidates would lose one point for every 30 
seconds it took in both setting and calculating. It rru.st be noted that 
there were no real scientific criteria or data as a basis for the four 
policies used in the scoring. 'lhey were merely the result of discus-
sions arnorg the Engineer Instructor ani OOP officials, ani primarily 
reflected what the Instructor considered to be most imfX)rtant to the job 
of Engineer. 
To illustrate the scoring rreth:>d, suppose the correct answer for a 
problem was 90. 'lhe candidate's answer was 103 and it took 20 seconds 
to give that answer. 'lhen, when sett:irls the pressure on the sinrulator, 
it read 107, and it took 71 seconds. To determine the score for the 
calculation aspect, we would canpute the difference between the calcul-
ated and correct pressure. 'Ibis difference is 13. Losing one point 
fran a high of 5 for every 10 pounds, this can:iidate would get 4 points. 
'lhis is multiplied by .55 (55%) to give 2.2 points. For speed, it took 
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20 seconds, so beginning with a base of 5 and losing one for every 30 
seconds, the cardidate would get 5 points. This is also rrn.lltiplied by 
.55 to give 2.75. The 2.2 and 2.75 points are summed to result in 4.95 
points for calculating the answer. fuis is the cardidate's Engine Pres-
sure Calculation Score (EPCS) for that problem. 
For setting the pressure, the setti.q; produced is canpared to the 
candidate's calculated answer, no rratter how far off it may be from the 
correct answer, because that is what the candidate is attempting to de-
liver. In this case, the calculated answer was 103 and the setting read 
107. Beginnirg with 5 points arrl losirg one for every 5 pounds differ-
ence, the candidate gets 5 points. Multiplying by .45 (45%) results in 
2.25 points. For the speed, it tock 71 secon::ls. Beginnir:g with 5 an::l 
losing one for every 30 seconds would give this candidate 3 points. 
fuis rrultiplied by .45 gives 1.35. Sunnni.rg 2.25 an:l 1.35 gives 3.6 
points on setting the pressure. 'Ihis is the candidate's Engine Pressure 
Setting Score (EPSS) for that problem. Adding the 4 .95 points fran 
calculating and the 3.6 fran setting gives 8.55 points rut of the 12.5 
allocated for calculating ard setting for that exercise. fuis is the 
candidate's Total Engine Pressure Score (TEPS) for that problem. It 
should be noted, however, that due to this rnetmd, scoring the rraximum 
points for speed and accuracy in both calculating and setting would re-
sult in only 10.0 points for this half of each exercise. fuerefore, the 
hi@:1est possible score would be 90, not 100. It should also be noted 
that there were three possible rnetmds a candidate coold use to deter-
mine the amount of pressure needed, and those methods would usually re-
sult in different answers on the same problem. 'Ihese rnetmds are fl& 
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mem::H'Y, a hydraulic friction-loss formula, and the Hemel chart. ~ of 
these is an acceptable rrethod. For the pilot, after the Engineer In-
structor wrote all eigpt problems, he then computed the pressures on all 
eigpt for each of the three rrethods. He tock the average of the three 
pressures as the answer for the problem. A different method was used in 
the actual practical test ani that will be discussed later. 
For the other 12.5 points of each problem, this came from the yes-
no iterrs on the answer sheet checked off by the D0P staff. 'lhe point 
value of each item was determined by dividing 12.5 points by the rrurnber 
of itans to be checked. For all those performed correctly, the canii-
date received those points. 'lhese were summed to form the candidate's 
Yes Score (YSC) for that exercise. 'lhen, the TEPS ani the YSC were 
summed to form a Total Score (rrDI'SC) for that exercise. 'Ihe four rrDI'SCs 
were sUITIITEd to create the final score. 
After canputing final scores, we exarnine:i the balancing of problen 
sets. 'Ihe results are presented in Table 6. 
Table 6 
Counts by Race and Problem Set for the Pilot Test 
Set Whites Blacks Hispanics Total 
1-4 26 12 2 40 
96-99 28 10 2 40 
Total 54 22 4 80 
'Ihe randan selection of problen sets produced a very even split by race. 
Next, we examined any difference between grrups on final score. 
Since we had a fairly small sample, we combined Blacks and Hispanics 
into one total minority grrup. A one-way analysis of variance on final 
score revealed a significant difference between the grrups F(l, 79) = 
8.93, .2,(.0l. We then set abrut attemptirg to discover where the ma.in 
difference occurred. 
Table 7 srows the means for whites arrl minorities on each of the 
main sub-scores for each exercise (TEPS and YSC), as well as the sig-
nificance of the differences. 
Table 7 
Means by Race on TEPS, YSC, and TOTSC 
for Fa.ch Exercise in the Pilot Test 
Variable Whites Minorities 
QlTEPS 9.010 8.384 
Q2TEPS 9.287 6.557** 
Q3TEPS 8.556 7-536 
Q4TEPS 7. 755 7.364 
QlYSC 8.488 8.173 
Q2YSC 8.372 8.173 
Q3YSC 7.569 7.260 
Q4YSC 9.375 8.654* 
Ql'IDI'SC 17.498 16.557 
Q21'0TX 17.659 14. 730** 
Q3'IDI'SC 16.125 14.795 
Q4TOTSC 17.131 16.018 
Final 68.412 62.101** 
*2. (.05. **£.{.01. 
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As can be seen, the means on TEPS for exercise 2 were si.iglificant-
ly different, as were the means on Q4YSC and Q2Kfl1SC. Exercise 2 was 
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either problem 3 or its parallel, 99. We further attempted to pin the 
problem dcwn by conducting the same tests on each of the two problem 
sets. 'lhe data for the set numbered 1-4 are presented in Table 8. 'lhe 
data for set 96-99 are presented in Table 9. 
Table 8 
Means by Race on TEPS, YSC, and TOTSC for Problems 1-4 
Variable Whites Minorities 
QlTEPS 8. 776 8.6:,7 
Q2TEPS 9.417 6.204** 
Q3TEPS 8.537 8.689 
Q4TEPS 8.114 7.241 
QlYSC 8.494 8.110 
Q2YSC 8.333 7 .961 
Q3YSC 7 -596 7.232 
Q4YSC 9.238 8.674 
QlTOTX 17.270 16. 767 
Q2TOTSC 17.750 14.166** 
Q3TOTX 16.133 15.921 
Q4'IDI'SC 17.352 15-914 
Final 68.505 62. 769 
*£(-05. **.2. ~01. 
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Table 9 
Means b;t: Race on TEPS 2 YSC 2 and 'IDI'SC for Problems 96-99 
Variable Whites Minorities 
QlTEPS 9.228 8.066 
Q2TEPS 9.166 6.969* 
Q3TEPS 8.573 6.191* 
Q4TEPS 7.422 7.507 
QlYSC 8. 4tl2 8.247 
Q2YSC 8.408 8.420 
Q3YSC 7.545 7 .292 
Q4YSC 9.503 8.631 
QlTOTSC 17. 710 16.312 
Q21DTSC 17.574 15.389* 
Q3TOTX 16.118 13.482* 
Q4'IDI'SC 16.925 16.138 
Final 68.327 61.322* 
*p_ <- 05. **p_ <· 01. 
As can be seen, Q2TEPS shJws significant differences for both 
problem sets. As a result, Q2TOI1SC in both sets shows a significant 
difference. We theorized that this rray have been due to the fact that 
this problem pair was the only one to use as a hose length a nurnce r 
which was not an even multiple of 100. Hose ler:gths in all other prob-
lems were an even multiple of 100. The only other TEPS which shows a 
difference is for exercise 3 in set 96-99. For the YSCs, there were no 
significant differences in either set. 'lhere was also a significant 
difference on Q3TEPS and Q3TOTSC in set 96-99. 
Next, we constructed a rank-order list to determine if we would 
meet the 80% rule. We used a score of 60 as a passing :point. At that 
score, we found the results presented in Table 10. 
Table 10 
Preliminary Passing Point for the Pilot Test 
Number Number Pass 
Group Taking Passing Rate 
Whites 54 47 87.03 
Minorities 26 14 53.84 
% White 
Rate 
61.86 
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Since we did not rreet the 80% rule, we decided to try a new method 
to compute final scores. It appeared i'ran the significance tests that 
most of the difficulty could be traced to exercise 2, or problems 3 and 
99. 'Iherefore, we canputed a new final score by droppirg these problems 
completely. We simply summed the scores on the other three exercises. 
This gp.ve us basicalzy a 67 .5 point test instead of a 90. 'Ihe overall 
means are presented in Table 11. 
Table 11 
Means by Race on TEPS, YSC, and 'IDTSC Without Problems 3 and 99 
Variable Whites Minorities 
QlTEPS 9.010 8.384 
Q3TEPS 8.556 7-536 
Q4TEPS 7.552 7-364 
QlYSC 8.488 8.173 
Q3YSC 7.569 7.260 
Q4YSC 9.375 8.654* 
QlTarsc 17-498 16.557 
Table 11 (Contirued) 
~eans by Race on TEPS, YSC, and TOTSC Without Problems 3 and 99 
Variable 
Q3TOTX 
Q4rrorsc 
Final 
*£ (.05. **E_(.01. 
Whites 
16.125 
17.131 
50. 754 
Minorities 
14. 795 
16.018 
47 .371* 
As can be seen, there is still a significant difference in final 
score. We then produced a new rank list and recalculated the passing 
ratios. We set the passi11; point this time at the point at which we 
would pass the sane number of candidates ( 61) that passed in the 
previous rreth:>d. This was done since we had no real a priori place to 
set the passing point on a 67.5 point test. 'Ihe passing ratios are 
presented belcw in Table 12. 
Table 12 
Final Passing Ratios for the Pilot Test 
Group 
Whites 
Minorities 
Nwnber 
Talcing 
54 
26 
Number 
Passing 
45 
16 
Pass 
Rate 
83.33 
61.54 
% White 
Rate 
73.85 
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We still did not meet the 80% rule, tut we did decrease the difference. 
Next, we net with the Justice Deparunent lawyer to discuss the 
results. Even though we did not n-eet the 80% rule, he did approve rur 
use of the practical in the test for several reasons. First, we ex-
plained several changes we would malce in the procedure and scoring from 
the pilot to the practical. One charge would be to add more duties to 
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be checked off and added into the YSCs for each exercise. 'Ibis could 
affect the results, since minorities did best canpared to whites on the 
YSC portion of each exercise. Another change we planned was to accept a 
rarge of correct answers for the calculatai pressure. Since any one of 
three methods was allowed, and we had no way of knowing which a candid-
ate would use, we planned to charge the scorir:g so that the entire ra.rge 
from the highest pressure of the three methods to the lowest was con-
sidered correct, not rrerely the average of the three. Another reason 
the lawyer approved it was that, due to reasons of security, the prob-
leITIS pilot tested here would not be used in the practical. Bram new 
problems would be written and we would not know how the results would 
lock until we tried than. Also, the lawyer rec~nized that we were 
working with very small sample sizes here, and that we would have a much 
larger sample to analyze in the practical, which would give us a rrore 
reliable picture of a groo.p's perforrrance. For all those reasons, he 
approved the basic procedure used in the pilot for the practical. 
CHAPI'ER VI 
PRACTICAL TEST MEI'HOD 
Subjects 
The subjects for the secom. part of the test, the practical, were 
all those who passed the written test. 'lhere were 617 candidates who 
passed the written and were thus eligible for the practical, an:i of 
these, 557 tock the practical and 60 failed to appear. Of the 557 who 
took the practical, there were 410 whites, 112 Blacks, an:i 35 Hispanics. 
Materials and Equipment 
Materials am. equipnent for the practical portion were the same as 
those used in the pilot, with a few changes and exceptions. 'lhe answer 
sheet used for the practical was slightly different fran the one used in 
the pilot. A copy of the one used in the practical appears in Appendix 
C. The changes 1n the answer sheet were rrade to record other du ties 
besides those recorded 1n the pilot study. 'lhis was done as a result of 
converstaions with the Engineer Instructor after the pilot study had 
been completed. It was his opinion that additional duties should be 
checked for and the answer sheet was cha.q;ed in order to record these. 
'lhe DOP staff at the practical were given Proctor Guides. 'lhe 
Guides contained instructions to the proctors regardirg set up an:i pro-
cedure, and were slightly different fran the Guides used in the pilot. 
A copy of the revised Guide for the practical appears 1n App:;m.ix c. 
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The :OOP staff also had the fingerprint cards which were filled out by 
the can:iidates at the t1me of the written test. This was in order to 
fingerprint the candidates agp.in at the practical site. 'Ihe purpooe of 
this was to avoid arw can:iidate sen:iing a "rir.ger" to take his place at 
the practical. 
Caniidates for the practical were given a yell& ~ease pencil in 
order to write on the plastic case of the Hemel chart, or directly on 
the simulator's dials if they wished. They were also given a steno note 
pad to make calculations in and a Sharp Elsi-Mate EL-206 calculator. 
The last pieces of equipnent for the practical were two Panasonic 
13" CT-1920-M color monitors, two JVC BR-6400 VHS video cassette re-
corders, two Scotch T-60 High Grade VHS video tapes, am two Superex 
headphones. On each tape was a 30 m:1.rute training film produced by the 
Fire Department on how to use the simulators. There was one film for 
each simulator. Prior to actually taking the practical, each candidate 
viewed the tape for the s1mulator he was abrut to use. 'Ihe films cover-
ed such topics as how to read and set the dials, what all the knobs, 
dials, an:1 controls were, safety reasures, ard ~neral use of the s:imu-
lator. A third room at the Fire Acadany was used for this. The rroni-
tors were set up back: to back so two can:lidates could use the roan 
simultaneously, one for each tape. Candidates used the headphones while 
viewing the film so as not to disturb the caniidate watchir:g the other 
film. A copy of the script for the Hale training film appears in 
Appen:iix C. 'Ihe film for the Waterrus was essentially the same, just 
adapted to the different locations of the gauges on the vb.terous sirrn.1-
lator. 
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Procedure 
Can:iidates for the practical portion of the test received letters 
with their score notices from the written test telling them to fill in 
the reqt..estErl information am rmil it to the Department of Personnel. 
'lhe sheet asked then to fill in their platoon, work day, and furlough 
schedule, as well as their preference for type of simulator. A copy of 
this information sheet appears in Appendix C. 'lhis information was then 
used to schedule their appointments for the practical. Appointments 
were rm.de by a DOP staff member. Candidates were then mailed a notice 
informir:g them of when am where to report for the practical. A ccpy of 
the practical Notice to Report appears in Appendix C. 
Six can:iidates were scheduled per day on each simulator, for one 
hour periods. Candidates were scheduled at either 9, 10, or 11 a.m., 
and 1, 2, or 3 p.m. 
When the candidates arrived at the Fire Academy, they were first 
brought into a roan to view the training tape. 'lhis was proctored by a 
DOP staff nEmber. There were two m:mitors back to back, two VCRs, am 
two sets of headphones. 'lhe candidates viewed the film for their re-
s~ctive s1mulators. At the conclusion of the film, they were finger-
printed in box 2 of the fingerprint card by the DOP member in that roan. 
Then, one of the DOP staff proctorir:g the simulator the camidate was 
about to use brought the candidate from the film roan to the simulator 
roan. 
For the practical, five sets of four problems each were used. 
None of the probleoo used in the pilot study were used agp.in in the 
practical for reasons of security. The problens for the practical were 
again drawn up by the Engineer Instructor. 'lhese problems, besides 
varying the le~th a.n:l diameter of the hose, and the type of nazzle, 
also varied the ~llons per mirute being pumped. 'Ihis was either 1000 
or 1250 gpm. None of these sets were interned to be parallel. That is, 
more than one variable differed aimng sets. The sets were rumbered 1-4, 
10-13, 21-24, 31-34, a.n:l 41-44. A set was chosen at ran:ian an:l used for 
approximately one week. 'Ibis was done in order to randomly balance the 
number of can:iidates for each problem set across race an:l type of simu-
lator. For the last few weeks of the practical, the problEm set was 
cha.Q?;ed dally, not weekly, in order to balance the rumbers as closely as 
possible. 
Again, at the beginning of each day, the Engineer Instructor rmde 
all the connections to set up the day's problem set. He checked to 
make sure all connections were proper. He also checked the connections 
at the end of the day to make sure all were operating properly and that 
nothing had cane loose during the course of the day. 
Each roan had two DOP staff members. One primarily recorded the 
candidate's responses, times and behaviors, while the secon:l verifiai 
the accuracy of the recordings. 'lhe proctor who did the recording was 
also the one who read the direct ions fran the Proctor Guide to the 
candidates. 
After the ca.n:lida.tes entered the simulator roan, the procaiure was 
very similar to the procedure used in the pilot study. 'lhe DOP staff 
follOfl'ed the Proctor Guide in Appen:lix: C. Sane slight charges in 
language were ma.de, including adding new duties for the DOP staff to 
check for. Copies of the revised Proctor Guide a.n:l answer sheet are in 
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Appendix C. 
Instructions in capital letters were read verbatim to the can:ii-
dates. Candidates were read the first exercise, and their answer and 
response time were recoroed. Candidates were then told to produce this 
pressure on a particular Discharge gp.te on the s1mulator. Their setting 
arrl ti.rre it tock were recoroed. Then, candidates were told to step back 
while the DOP staff checked the controls in order to check off the 
duties listed on the answer sheet. Candidates were then told to shut 
down the line as if returning to quarters. 'This procedure was repeated 
for the other three exercises with the exception of the third am fourth 
exercises. After the third exercise, candidates were not told to shut 
do.m the line. 'The fourth exercise given to the camidate was to be 
added on to the line already used for the third exercise. At the con-
clusion of the fourth exercise, the can:iidates were told to shut do.m 
the lines as if returning to quarters. 'The candidates were then dis-
missed. 
After all camidates were tested, the answer sheets were returned 
to the DOP. 'Ihere, the data were entered by our clerical staff. Once 
the final scoring rretl:od was decided upon, final scores were canputed 
for all candidates. Score notices were then sent to all candidates. 
A copy of both the pass~ score notice and the falli~ score notice 
appear in Appendix C. How the final scoring rrethod was decided upon 
will be discussed in the next section. 
CHAPI'ER VII 
PRAarICAL TEST RESULTS 
Before calculating aqy scores fran the practical, we first ad-
justed the formula. to account for three things. First, by using 6 as a 
base rn.unber of points instead of 5, we came closer to a possible score 
of 100. Changing to 6 meant that the highest possible score on the 
practical was 98. Secon:i, we adjusted the point values for each of the 
related duties to be checked off in order to account for the additional 
duties which were added. The total per exercise was still 12.5, so each 
individual item was worth less than in the pilot. 'Ihird, we now allowed 
a rar:ge as the correct answer to each problem. 'Ihe rarge was fran the 
lowest pressure of the three methods to the higpest. As stated earlier, 
this was due to the fact that the can:iidates cruld use arry one of the 
three methods to canpute the pressure, and they would result in differ-
ent answers to the same problem. 
Before proceedir:g, we again checked the numbers of candidates who 
had each problem set to determine if the randomization of problem sets 
worked. 'Ihe results are presented in Table 13. 
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Table 13 
counts b~ Race and Problem Set for the Practical Test 
Set Whites Blacks Hispanics Total 
1-4 77 24 9 110 
10-13 83 22 7 112 
21-24 91 19 3 113 
31-34 79 24 7 110 
41-44 80 23 9 112 
Again, the randomization produced a very even split. 
Next, we calculated scores for the can::lidates using the same basic 
formula as in the pilot, with the changes mentioned above. 'lhat is, 
each exercise was worth 25 points, 12.5 fran setting run calculating, 
and 12.5 fran the yes-no items. Of the 12.5 fran setting and calculat-
ing, 55% was fran calculating an:i 4?% was fran setting. Spero run 
accuracy were equally weighted. Candidates started w1 th a base of 6 
points. L-ri calculatir:g, they lost one for every 10 pounds, plus or 
minus, fran either end of the range of cor-rect answers, and one point 
for every 30 secoms it tock. In settirg, candidates again starte::i w1 th 
6 and lost one for every 5 pounds, plus or rn:1.rus, fran the calculated 
answer, and one point for every 30 seconds it tock to set. Each of the 
related duties were equally weighted within each exercise to form 12.5 
points for each exercise. Using this procedure, scores were calculate:i 
for all candidates. 
Based on this, an::1 using as a prcposed passiig '{X)int the highest 
score at which we rret the 80% rule for both Blacks and Hispanics, we 
found the results presented 1n Table 14. 
Table 14 
Preliminary Passing Ratios 
Number 
Group Taking 
Whites 309 
Blacks 92 
Hispanics 31 
for the Practical Test 
Number Pass 
Passing Rate 
289 93.53 
69 75.00 
31 100.00 
% ¼hite 
Rate 
80.19 
106.92 
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It smuld be noted that the sample size at that point was 432, not 
the total 557 which would eventually take the practical. These analyses 
were corducted before all cardidates had taken the practical in an 
effort to determine the scoring method as soon as possible so an elig-
ible list cculd be posted as soon as possible. 
'llie score at that point was 76.42. Even though we rret the 80% 
rule here, we still had a rrajor concern. 'This was that pranotions to 
Engineer are not made often. At the proposed passing point, a total of 
389, or 90.05%, passed. If this rate was exterded to the entire grcup 
of 557, then 502 of the candidates would pass and be p1aced on the elig-
ible list. However, it was not likely that all of then would be pranot-
ed before the next test was given. 'Iherefore, the actual number who 
"passed" in the sense of being pranoted would be much sma.ller, ard the 
"passing" point much higher than 76.42 In addition, the farther we 
went up the 11st, the farther we came fran rreet~ the 80% rule. In the 
final counts, Blacks were 20.1% of the practical test takers, and 
Hisi:anics were 6.3%. We wanted to approximate tmse percentages as 
clooely as possible in the upper portions of the 11st. 
Before we tried arr.I options to alleviate this problem, a sugges-
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tion was ma.de by the Engl..neer Instructor regarding scoring policy. He 
informed us that there was a written rule in the Fire Department that 
Engineers were never to deliver more than 200 psi pressure unless on the 
direct order of the Lieutenant or Captain in charge. 'Ibis is because 
more than this would make the line difficult to handle by the Fire-
f~ters, or rray even cause the line to burst am create a serious safe-
ty problem. We did recognize this as a problem, as can be seen on the 
answer sheet. One of the duties to be checked off was whetrer the 
candidate exceeded 200 psi. If yes, then the candidate loot the points 
connected with that itan. However, the Engineer Instructor felt that 
this was not enough. He felt that this was such a serioo.s safety con-
cern to both Firefighters and the public that a candidate soould lose 
all 25 points for any problem in which the candidate exceeded 200 psi, 
either in the calculate:i answer to the problan, or at any time while 
setting the pressure on the sinn.llator. 'Ibis suggestion was discussed by 
officials of the OOP incJudirg the Deputy Canmissioner, am it was 
decided to incorporate it into the scoring rrethod. If a candidate 
eitrer calrulate:i an answer or produced a settirg of over 200 pounds, 
the candidate would receive zero points for that exercise. After adding 
this to the scorirg, scores for all car:didates were recalculate:i. This 
yielded the results presented in Table 15. 
Table 15 
Passing Ratios for the Practical Test 
Changing the Scoring to Lose All Points if 200 PSI Exceeded 
Number 
Grou2, Trucing 
Whites 309 
Blacks 92 
Hispanics 31 
Number 
Passing 
284 
68 
27 
Pass 
Rate 
91.91 
73.91 
87.10 
% White 
Rate 
80.42 
94.77 
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Again, the passing point was chosen as the higtiest score at which we rret 
the 80% rule for both Blacks and Hispanics. This score was 46.66. As 
can be seen, however, there is not much difference between this rrethod 
am the previous rrethJd. A total of 10 fewer can::lidates passed, but 422 
would still pass at this point. In addition, we still had the problem 
of fewer minorities toward the top of the list. Therefore, we decided 
to adjust the scoring routine further. 
It was decided to adjust the time barns fran 30 secon:is in settir.g 
and calculating, and to try different ranges in psi difference. It was 
suggested to try plus or rnirus 5, 10, or 15 psi in calculatir.g an::l set-
ting. Fifteen was the maxirm.lrn since we did not want to allow full 
credit for an answer rrore than 15 psi fran the answer since we were 
allowing a range of responses to be correct in the first place. We also 
felt that for full credit, candidates should be able to deliver within 
15 psi at the most of what they intend. 'Iherefore, we did not attempt 
arw range of greater than 15 pounds. For speoo, we adjusted the scot'-
ing to use bands of 10, 20, and 30 seconds. We did not want to allow 
full credit for more than 30 secoms in either calrulatir.g or settir.g 
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the pressure since at an actual fire scene, evecy second could be vital 
to savirg lives, so 30 seconds was the rrax:Imwn bard we trioo.. 
Scores for candidates were computed using all possible combina-
tions of the time am pressure barns. We used 5, 10, am 15 psi barns 
in calculating and setting, and 10, 20, and 30 second tands in calculat-
ing and settirls. In addition, we canputed then all deleting all points 
on an exercise if the candidate exceeded 200 psi, and not deleting all 
points. 'lhis produced a 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 2 matrix, or 162 possible 
scoring methods, all of which were computed. 
When the results were examined, there was no one rrethod which 
produced a clear cut difference over the others. Moot rrethods yielded 
results which were very s:1milar to each other. However, after rna.rw 
discussions, one method was decided on as the best. In this rrethod, 
carrlidates lost one point for every 15 psi plus or mirus fran either end 
of the range of correct answers in calculating, loot one for evecy 10 
sconn:is necessacy to canpute the answer, lost one for every 5 psi plus 
or mirus fran the calculated answer in setting the pressure, lost one 
for every 30 secon:is necessacy to set the pressure, am lost all points 
for an exercise if they either calculated an answer or at any time went 
over 200 poonds when producirg the pressure on the simulator. This 
produced the results presented in Table 16. 
Table 16 
Passing Ratios for the Practical Test 
Using the Best of the 162 Scoring Methods 
Number Number 
Group Taking Passing 
Whites 309 277 
Pass 
Rate 
89.64 
% White 
Rate 
Blacks 92 66 71.74 
Hispanics 31 26 83.87 
80.03 
93-56 
The score at this passing point was 53.09. 
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As can be seen, this rrethod gp.ve us the fewest number of total 
candidates passing, which was 369. However, in the top 100 on the lls t, 
we were not close to rreet1ng the 20.l am 6.3 percentages of test-takers 
for Blacks and Hispanics, respectively. 'Iherefore, we decided to try 
another approach. 
Usirg the above rretmd, we analyzed the data to see if we cculd 
determine what was causing the difference. We knew fran the pilot test 
that lergth of hose appeared to have an impact. Therefore, we examined 
that here. Since none of the problern3 in the pilot were used in the 
practical, the Engineer Instructor had to write 20 ncW problems for the 
practical. 'Ihree of them, #13, 24, and 43, included hose lengths which 
were not an even rrultiple of one hundred. He incmded these because he 
said it was difficult to develop 20 questions which would be completely 
different otherwise. So, to see if this had an effect in the practical, 
a one-way analysis of variance was conducted on each of the 20 problems. 
Table 17 shows the problens which smwed a significant difference on 
rrorsc. 
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Table 17 
Problems Showing a Significant Difference on TOTSC 
Whites Blacks Hispanics 
Problem Mean Mean Mean 
2 22.333 17.784 22.180** 
3 20.206 12.998 15.777** 
4 18.689 10.046 16.414** 
11 19.631 10.821 18. 754** 
13 21.796 16.895 20.184* 
33 22.069 17 .461 19.399* 
42 22.959 18.468 20.812* 
44 19.913 15.600 14.703* 
*E_(.05. **£<-01. 
As can be seen, of the three problans usirg a hose lergth which 
was not in a round hundred, only #13 showed a significant difference on 
Tarsc. Tables 18 an:i 19 soow the results of one-way analyses of vari-
ance breaking each problem into its components of YSC and TEPS, re-
spectively. 
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Table 18 
f_roblems Showing a Significant Difference on YSC 
Whites Blacks Hispanics 
Problem Mean Mean Mean 
2 11.699 10.938 11. 719* 
4 10. 481 9.310 9.809** 
10 11.785 11.044 11. 272** 
11 10. 919 9.908 10. 714** 
13 11.817 11.189 12.225* 
42 11.895 11.039 11.632** 
*.E<-05. **_E(.01. 
Table 19 
Problems Showing a Significant Difference on TEPS 
Whites Blacks Hispanics 
Problem Mean Mean Mean 
1 11.272 10.021 9.222** 
3 11.604 10.985 9.828* 
4 10.983 9.052 8.878** 
10 11.920 10.5j4 11.314** 
11 10.943 8.882 10.621** 
13 12.083 10. 9'/3 11.086** 
21 11.536 9.821 10.033** 
24 10.827 9.268 10.567* 
32 11.708 10.240 10.393** 
34 10.926 9.660 10.143* 
41 11.804 9.878 11.556** 
44 10.875 9.415 10.122* 
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*E.<-05. **£(.01. 
As is shc,,.m, problEm 13 showed a significant difference on both 
the YSC and TEPS comp::ments. Problem 24 did show a significant dif-
ference on TEPS, irrlicating that the odd hose lergth rra.y be the cause. 
However, the difference was not great enough to cause problem 24 to have 
a significant difference on the 'IOTSC. Problem 43 did not smw a sig-
nificant difference on either component. These results are difficult to 
interpret. 'lhis would imicate that leQsth of hose beiQs an even mul t-
iple of 100 may or may not be a factor. 
Since these results were far fran conc1usive, we decided to anal-
yze other factors. Four variables were analyzed. 'lhese were the race 
of the carrlidates, the problem set, the type of simulator, arrl t:irne on 
the job. 
A four factor analysis of variance was cornucted. 'lhe results are 
presented in Table 20. 'lhe four-way interaction was not significant. 
The only three-way interaction to smw a significant effect was the int-
eraction among type of simulator, t1me on the job, and race. None of 
the bm~ay interactions were significant, am neither was the rra.in 
effect of time on the job. Since time on the job did not have an effect 
anywhere else in this table, am due to the fact that our sizes in each 
cell were getting extremely small in a three-way interaction, especially 
for Hisp:mics, we decided not to concentrate on time on the job in the 
remaining analyses. Therefore, we concentrated on type of sirmllator and 
race. Both main effects were significant. For smiulator type, the 
means are presented in Table 21. 
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Table 20 
Four Factor Analysis of Variance Table 
Sum of 
Source DF Squares F p 
Problem set 4 2217.8974 1.54 0.1882 
SirrD.llator 1 2578.0351 7.18 0.0076 
Prob*Sirnula tor 4 369.3228 0.26 0.9052 
Time on job 4 1451.9997 1.01 o.4012 
Prob*Time 13 7952.4956 1.70 0.0569 
SirrD.llato r*Time 4 2176.4941 1.52 0.1965 
Prob*Simulator*Time 10 3360.6798 0.94 o.4994 
Race 2 14280.2369 19.89 0.0001 
Prob*Race 8 5781.9288 2.01 0.0534 
Sirnulator*Race 2 159-9436 0.22 0.8004 
Prob*Simulator*Race 8 2564.1223 0.89 0.5222 
Time*Race 7 2949.4098 1.17 0.3160 
Prob*Time*Race 16 4809.1056 0.84 o.6429 
Simulator*Time*Race 5 4905.4154 2.73 0.0191 
Prob*Siml*Tirre*Race 7 2724.1511 1.08 0.3723 
Error 448 160812.2381 
Total 543 219093 .4760 
Table 21 
Descri2tive Statistics by Simulator 
Simulator Mean N 
Hale 71.308 320 
Waterous 75.691 224 
It smuld be noted here that the total sample size at this point 
was 554. At the time these analyses were conducted, roore candidates had 
taken the practical portion, rut there were still 13 caniidates who had 
rescheduled their appointrrents and had not taken the test yet. 
For race, the results are 1n Table 22. 
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Table 22 
DescriEtive Statistics by Race 
Race Mean N 
Whites 76.164 400 
Blacks 63.439 110 
Hisi:;anics 68.512 34 
'Ihe breakdown of simulator and race is in Table 23. 
Table 23 
Breakdown Table of Simulator by Race 
Simulator 
Hale 
GrouE Mean N 
Whites 74. 462 239 
Blacks 60.343 60 
Hisµmics 66. 740 21 
Waterous 
GrouE Mean N 
Whites 78.691 161 
Blacks 67.153 50 
Hisµ3.nics 71.374 13 
The interaction was not significant, as seen in Table 20. Since 
the interaction was not significant but both rra.in effects were signifi-
cant, this indicated that the differences am::mg races were not affected 
by type of simulator, ani vice versa. Based on these finiirgs, we dec-
ided to standardize scores on the basis of race and simulator. 
Before staniardizirg, we discussed oor firrlirgs to this point with 
the Justice Department. The lawyer approved everything we had done so 
far, am agreed that the next step would be stan:lardization. Again, as 
in the written test, we had two options open to us. 'Ihe first was to 
stamardize each of the three race grrups on the Hale s:imu.lator to the 
overall rrean and standard deviation of all candidates on the Wateroos 
s:imu.lator. The seconi was to staniardize the three grrups on the Hale 
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to the means and standard deviations of their own race grrups on the 
Waterous simulator. Since we did not want to duplicate the problem 
created when we standardized the written test scores, we decided to use 
the secon:i method and standardize whites on the Hale to the rrean an:i 
standard deviation of whites on the Waterrus, Blacks to Blacks, and 
Hispanics to Hispanics. 
By this point in time, the 13 candidates who rescheduled their 
appointrrents had taken the practical, so we had our final total of 557 
can:iidates. Before calculating final rreans and stan:iard deviations by 
race on the Waterous simulator, it was decided to delete any candidite 
who received a zero on at least three of the four exercises due to ex-
ceeding 200 pounds. We felt that these candidates were outliers and 
would significantly lo.'ler the rreans. Therefore, means and standard 
deviations for the groups on the Waterrus were computed deleting any 
candidate with a score of 25 or lower. 'lhe resulting rreans and stan:iard 
deviations are in Table 24. 
Table 24 
Descriptive Statistics by Race on the Waterous Simulator 
Deleting Candidates with a Score of 25 or Below 
Group Mean S.D. 
Whites 86.7278 14.7080 
Blacks 82.0121 17.6076 
Hispanics 77-9390 18.2512 
Ea.ch of the three grrups on the Hale were then stan:iardized to 
their respective distributions fran the Waterrus. We then constructed a 
rank-order list based on these scores. Upon examination of the list, we 
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found that the first nine candidates on the list were all minorities, 
with eight Blacks a.rd one Hisr,anic. Our Deputy Canrnissioner felt that 
we had improved minorities' scores too much and that if we showed these 
results t.o the Fire Department the Union would susi:ect tanperirl5 ard sue 
us to delay posting of the list. We did not want that because the 
Canmissioner of the Fire Department had been pressurir.g us t.o post a net1 
list as soon as possible so promotions could be made. Having promotions 
delayed because we went t.o ccurt was not in the best interests of arw-
one. The Fire Departrrent needed m:>re Engineers and the public had a 
right t.o this protection. Faced with this sitration, cur Deputy Can-
missioner suggested we add a new twist to the scoring. It was suggested 
that instead of a base of 6 points in calculating a.rd setting the pres-
sure, we start with 7 points. This rreant that the higp.est pcssible 
score was now 106. Then, all scores greater than 100 would be rcunded 
to 100, and ties would be broken by seniority. Our Deputy Canrnissioner 
felt that this would give us enoogh representation of minorities at the 
top, but they would be more distributed due to breaking ties by senior-
ity. 'lherefore, we creatoo net1 scores addi~ this to the scoring, a.rd 
established a ne.-1 rank-order list. In this new list, 56 candidates were 
tioo at 100, a.rd had the ties brcken by seniority. In this top 56, the 
counts by race are in Table 25. 
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Table 25 
Counts and Percentages bl Race of Candidates in the To2 56 
Grou2 Count % in To2 % of Takers 
Whites 39 69.64 73.6 
Blacks 12 21.43 20.1 
Hisµmics 5 8.93 6.3 
As can be seen, these percentages are vecy close to the percent-
ages of the practical test takers. We set the new passirg point at 70, 
due to the fact that we raised the possible scores by increasing the 
ba.Se points fran 6 to 7. At this point, we found the passir:g ratios 
presented in Table 26. 
Table 26 
Passing Ratios for the Practical Test Using the Final Scoring Method 
Number Number Pass % White 
Grou2 Ta.king Passing Rate Rate 
Whites 410 345 84.15 
Blacks 112 80 71.43 84.88 
Hispanics 35 23 65.71 78.09 
Total 557 448 80.43 
As can be seen, we met the 80% rule for Blacks, wt were just 
short for Hisµmics. This did serve to ratistribute the Blacks at the 
extreme top of the list as well. 
One last step neErled to be taken. The anna.mcement stated that 
final scores would be composed of 90% scores on the practical and 10% 
seniority. We had used a seniority canponent in rrarw prior exams. The 
method for computing points was to begin with a base of 70. Then, for 
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evecy month of service, candidates received one point, up to a maximum 
of 100. In this case, it had been more than two an:l one-half years 
since new Firefigpters were hired, so all candidates achieved the max-
imum 100. For final scores, we rru.ltiplied their practical scores by • 9, 
and added 10 points for seniority. The final passing ratios are listed 
in Table 27. 
Table 27 
Passing Ratios for the Practical Test Including a Seniority Component 
Number 
Group Taking 
Whites 410 
Blacks 112 
Hispanics 35 
Total 557 
Number 
Passing 
357 
85 
26 
468 
Pass 
Rate 
87.07 
75.89 
74.29 
84.02 
% White 
Rate 
87.16 
85.32 
As can be seen, this resulted in an additional 20 candidates pas-
sing, am we na-1 met the 80% rule for both Blacks and Hisµmics. In 
addition, the top 56 rermined as it was, resembling the percentages of 
the test takers. We discussed the results with the Justice Department. 
The lawyer approved them, the eligible list with these scores was 
posted, ani score notices were sent to all can:lidates. 
CHAPI'ER VI II 
DISCUSSION 
This pa.per dealt with the develq:iment and implementation of a 
testing instrurrent to promote candidates to the rank of Fire Engineer. 
It was stated at the beginning that this instrument rwst reet two goals. 
It must be job-related, and it ITillSt meet the Uniform Guidelines regp.rd-
ing personnel selection. 'lhe first goal was net by having input 
throughout the procedure from the Engineer Instructor of the Fire De-
partment, and by performing an up::iate on the job analysis for the posi-
tion. 'lhe second goal was met by having input from the Justice Depart-
ment and by some creative scoring rrethods. While the scoring may have 
seemed confusing and convoluted, everything we did was done for a 
reason. It ITn1st be remembered that this test was not conducted on dis-
interested subjects for pure research. Instead, it used candidates who 
had a vested interest in the outcane, and in a setting with conflicting 
pressures. We wanted at all times to be as fair as possible to all con-
cerned. We wanted to improve minorities chances of being pranoted, but 
not to improve so rwch so as to adversely affect whites' chances of 
being pranoted. 'lliat is a very fine line to walk, am., if possible, we 
wanted to walk it without going to court in order to pest the list and 
make pranotions as quickly as possible. This was rrade even more diffi-
cult at the time since the Federal Government was at that time suing to 
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have prior quotas removed in sorre cities. So, even thougri the rood of 
the national adrrd.nistration was one of resistance to affirmative action, 
the lawyer fran the Justice Departrrent working on this case with us was 
very much in favor of affirmative action. It rm.de for a very confusi:rg 
set of priorities. 
Another real consideration was explaining the scori:rg to the 
candidates and to the powerful Fire Union. After the scoring method was 
worked rut and candidates received tl1eir scores, they did have the right 
to ask about the scoring method. Also, the union would W'd.Ilt to know how 
it was score:i. Recall, it was pr1marily due to their pressure that the 
six dropped items on the written test were allowed to be counted towards 
a raw score of 60 to pass. If the union leaders, who were pr1marily 
white, did not like the scoring, they would have sou.gtlt an injm.ction 
preventing us fran rra.ki:rg pranotions fran this list. This has happene:i 
on previous exams. As stated, we did not want this, rut we did have to 
take this into consideration when rra.king decisions regarding scoring 
methods. 
'Ihe results of the written test were not surprising. Our written 
tests generally sh<J.i' adverse impact agp.inst minorities, even tests for 
entry level IX)Sitions which are nothing rrore than readirg canprehension 
tests. Therefore, the adverse impact here was not totally unexpected, 
especially since there was adverse impact on this test in 1978. Since 
this was the case, it was appropriate that the written test was used on 
a pass-fall basis. In that way, it did not contribute a.cy- IX)Ssible ad-
verse impact towards final scores. We only had to be concerned with 
passi:rg ratios at the cutoff point. If, as in the previous test, the 
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scores fran the written test were used as part of the final scores, then 
we would have had to rrake sure that rrd.norities were well representai 
thrruE71out the list, as we did with the practical test. 
The results of the practical pilot test were encruragif'ls. It 
appeared as thougp we had located the cause of the significant differ-
ence between whites and rrd.norities as beiQ; a specific problan pair 
which had the feature of a hose length not 1n a round hundred figure. 
However, the results of the practical did not reveal a significant dif-
ference due to problan set. If one particular problan did produce dif-
ferent results amof'ls the grrups, it was not great enrugh to smw for the 
entire set. However, while the problan sets did not have an effect on 
scores, race and type of simulator did, which resulted in adverse impact 
against rrd.norities. Therefore, we were not able to produce minorities 
tcwards the top of the list until we standardized scores. While we know 
that written tests generally show adverse impact against minorities, we 
had hoped that this hands-on test of ability would be free fran that 
problem. This was not the case. One possible explanation for this may 
be mtivation of the can::lidates. Since this test did represent a 
possible career advance-rent for the candidates, theoretically they all 
should have been highly motivate1 to perform well. however, I do not 
believe this was the case. First, approximately, 270 candidates who ap-
plied for the exam did not even smw up for the written test. Secom, 
of the 617 eligible to take the practical, another 60 failed to appear. 
One may think, then, that the 557 who did take the practical were the 
most highly motivated. But again, this was not necessarily so. Several 
can::lidates stated afterwards that they did not really try or want the 
promotion, they just took the test to see what it was like. Unfortun-
ately, this is something we cannot control for. We cannot stop arwone 
who is eligible from taking the test, and, on the other hand, once a 
candidate applies, we can do nothing to ensure that he actually takes 
the test. 
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More evidence of the motivation factor is that after the test, we 
learned that many candidates practiced on their own on actual engines 
prior to their ap{X)intment. This can be taken as evidence that tmse 
candidates were highly motivated. However, we do not know who practiced 
ani who did not. 'lherefore, we can not attempt to determine if that was 
in part responsible for the results. Also, we would not be able to con-
trol this as~ct. 'lhat is, we cculd not stop acyone who wisted to 
practice from doing so, and, conversely, we could not force anyone to 
practice. 
A corollary of the nntivation to practice factor would be that 
those candidates who practiced would also be IIDre familiar with the 
controls than those who did not. For rra.ny caniidates, the practical was 
probably the first time they actually tried to pump water. However, 
having used the s1mulators once may help to alleviate arw problem of un-
familiarity for the next test. 
Another factor which rray have had an effect was the retrod canii-
dates used to calculate the pressure. Candidates were free to use 
whichever rrethod they wished, ani we did not knc:M which one they chose. 
They may not even have limited themselves to one. They TTEY have tried 
two or all three ani taken an average. There are two things which can 
be done abcut this for the next test. One would be to tell candidates 
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that they rney only use one particular method for co!Il)uting pressure. 
Then we would only have one correct answer per problem, not three. A 
second option would be to allow them to use any of the three, and after 
they answer the problem, ask the can:iida te which me trod was used to cal-
culate, and record it on the answer sheet. Then, their answer would be 
canpared to the pressure for this problem as canputed by that rnetmd. I 
believe that this would give us a much truer picture of ability than 
us:irg the rarges we had for this test. Within the rarges, can:iidates 
may well have simply guessed and been in the range of acceptable ans-
wers. I believe this neoos to be changed to one of the two previous 
suggestions. 
In™ want to revie-1 some specific problems with our procooures 
and analyses and make recamnendations for their improverrent. First, for 
the next test, I would recanmen:i that a canplete formal job analysis be 
conducted. The update conducted for this exam was very inforrml. 'That 
is, lists of the tasks and lmooledges, skills, an:i abilities generatoo 
by the 1978 Job analysis were given to several members of the Fire De-
partment for their revie-1. They merely indicated whether they felt 
those tasks and KSAs were still relevant to the job of Fire Engineer. I 
believe that for the next test we smuld start canpletely fran scratch. 
We should have a panel of incumbents generate a new list of tasks, then 
have those tasks rated to determine which are the most crucial. Next, 
generate KSAs from these crucial tasks, and then rate the KSAs to deter-
mine which of tmse are the most crucial. The test will then reflect 
the crucial KSAs. This would be a rrore formal and cbcurrented procedure 
than what was done this time. It would also make a strorger argument 
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for the content validity of the test. 
The next specific problem involves the way the results of the 
written test item analysis were used. Six items were dropped because 
fewer than 30% of the total grrup answered them correctly. 'lhis deci-
sion was made primarily by our Deputy Canmissioner, and was based on a 
book on statistics for tests publisred by Educational Testirl!; Service in 
which it says that items with fewer than 30% answering correctly should 
be dropped. 'lhis was not by itself a bad decision, however other fact-
ors should have been considered. Not counting the six already dropped, 
there were 12 i tans which displayed a point biserial for the total grrup 
of less than • 2, and three of these displayed a point biserial of less 
than .1. 'Ihis would indicate that these itans are not strorg predictors 
of success on the test and should have been dropped. 
In ad.di ti.on, we did not examine the point biserials for each 
racial group. Without this, we do not know if aqy individual items im-
pacted minorities adversely. If an iten's point biserial for eitrer 
minority group was significantly lower than it was for whites, then that 
item should have been dropped as well. 
'Ihe next problem involves the calculation of the score. After 
staniardized scores were canputed, the decision was ma.de to all& canii-
dates credit for any of the six dropped iteIJB they answered correctly. 
As stated earlier, this primarily benefitted whites. At that point, we 
should have recalculated the rrea.ns and standird deviations for the three 
grrups, am then recanputed the sta.rnardized scores based on these ncW 
distrirutions. 'Ihis was necessary due to the fact that whites did sig-
nificantly better on these six itans than did minorities, so addirg them 
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back in but not recalculating the ireans still adversely affected minori-
ties. 'Ihe rrain problem in doing that, however, was that we had already 
sent out score notices to candidates before it was decided to count the 
six drop:ped items. 'Ihe Fire Department, recall, was pressuring us to 
move as quickly as possible, on top of everything else, in order to post 
a list quickly. If we recalculated all the scores, we would have had to 
sen:i new score notices, and this would surely have led to candidates 
questi.oniQ?; rur ability to administer a test. In the ideal situation, 
we would have had enough time to thoroughly analyze the results before 
senUng rut score notices. In that wey, we cruld have added the six 
items back and calculated new scores, and then sent the score notices. 
As far as the scoring procedure of the practical portion goes, it 
would have been better from a purely statistical point of view to have 
had only one scorirg iretmd rather than 162. 'Ihe rrore significance 
tests that are conducted, the greater the likelihood of finding a sig-
nificant difference due to chance. 'Ihe rrain reason 162 rnetmds were 
tried was to increase the representation of minorities at the upper end 
of the lls t. Ideally, we smuld have decided on one iretr-nd before cal-
culating scores and steyed with that. Ironically, computing 162 differ-
ent scores did not help us very rrruch in that there was not rrruch to 
choose among the meth::>ds, and we standardized for race and simulator 
differences after that anyway. 
We also had a problem in the wey the staniardization for the 
practical was conducted. A significant main effect was found for type 
of simulator. 'Ihis test was con:iucted using all the caniidates. H(J((-
ever, when we actually standardized, we first removed all the candidates 
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on the Waterous who had a score of 25 or lower before computing the 
means an:i standard deviations on the Wateroos groops to which the Hale 
groups were standardized. 'lhis rreant that the rreans for the racial 
grcups on the Waterous were beirg raised, a.n::i that the racial grcups on 
the Hale were being standardized to rruch higher scores. We should have 
done one of two things. The first would have been to stan:iardize to the 
means and standard deviations using all the candidates. 'Ihe other would 
have been to delete all candidates fran both sirrulators who scored at 25 
or below and then conduct a significance test on type of sirrulator with 
the remainirg candidates. Ibirg what we did raised the Hale scores to a 
higher point than they should have been. 
A last problen which needs to be pointed out is the fact that the 
seniority component actually constituted rruch less than 10% of the final 
score, even though it was interned to be 10%. This is due to the fact 
that, the way seniority was computed, all candidates received exactly 
the same score on the seniority canponent, vmich was a score of 100. 
'Iheref ore, there was no variance in the scores in this component. So, 
instead of constitutirg 10%, it was actmlly a rruch sIIE.ller part of the 
final score. 'Ihe best way to alleviate this problem for the next test 
would be to not include seniority as a canponent of the final score. It 
did have some impact on standing since it was used to break ties on the 
practical scores for the top 56. The seniority for that was in terms of 
time of service, so since most candidates were hired on different rates, 
the problen of equal seniority dates is not a factor. However, for the 
next test, the seniority component should be rerrnved fran the final 
score if the same situation occurs where it has been more than C#O and 
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one-half' years since the last Firefighters were hired. 
Despite these problems, we did manage to post an eligible list. 
'Ihe main factor in our favor was that the Justice Departrrent lawyer was 
observir:g am approvir:g every step we tock. In this way, we helped to 
short circuit any problems we would normally have faced at the end of 
the test. If the Justice Department had not been involved, we rray have 
stopped after one or two methods on the practical since at the passing 
point we met the 80% rule for minorities. We would have met the bottan 
line. However, the Justice Department would then have sued us on the 
gram.ds that minorities were underrepresented at the top of the list am 
that the first class of promotions would have had no minorities. In 
that case, we would have gone to ccurt, which would have taken months, 
and the result would have been one of two things. One would have been, 
as in the case of the last test, the crurt would have imposed qwtas on 
us for each class of promotions. 'Ihe second would have been to do what 
we did a:cyway to fin:i a scoring rreth::>d suitable to everyone. By havirg 
the Justice Department's input from the start, we undoubtedly saved a 
great deal of time, money, an:i effort. 
'lhe end result was we developed a testing instrurrent for prom:::>-
tions to Engineer, am we were able to use a scorirg meth::>d which pro-
duced satisfactory results. Promotions have been, and will be, made 
fran this eligible list. Since this was the first time a test such as 
this had been used, the results are laudable. However, I think the 
suggestions made earlier for future tests will make the rreth::>d even 
stronger, and may set the standard for other jurisdictions in their 
pranotional tests. 
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APPENDJX A 
WRITrEN TEST MATERIALS 
DATE: 
EXAMINATION: 
PLACE: 
TIME: 
NOTICE TO REPORT 
DEPAR'IMENT OF PERSONNEL 
JANUARY 19, 1985 
FIRE ENGINEER 
9:00 A.M. SHARP 
REIDRT TO IDOM: ----
Any necessary scratch pa.per will be furnisred by the Department of 
Personnel. No books, notes, or papers are permitted. 
NaIE: BECAUSE WE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FUR THEIR SAFEIY AND 
WELFARE, CHILDREN, RELATIVES, AND/OR FRIENDS OF CANDIDATES 
WILL NOT BE ALLJ::MED AT THE EXAMINATION SITE DURING 
TESTING. 
You rooy brirg a pocket calculator to the examination if you have one. 
However, a pocket calculator will not be necessary to complete the 
examination. A pocket calculator will not be furnisred by the 
Department of Personnel. The Department of Personnel assumes no res-
ponsibility for providir:g electrical outlets, rechargirg facilities or 
batteries. 
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Bring several sharpenoo #2 pencils and a recoro of your Social Security 
number with yoo. to the examination site. 
Bring this NOTICE TO REPORT with you to the examination. 
BY ORDER OF 'Il-fE DEP AR'Il1ENI1: 
COMMISSIONER OF PERSONNEL 
IO NOT WRITE BELOW IOUBLE LINE 
I hereby certify that I have received a test bocklet bearirg the 
Serial Number ____ I understand that failure to return this 
bocklet at the concJ.usion of ti.1e examination will subject re to dis-
qualification. 
Candidate's Si@'lature 
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CITY OF Fingerprint Card 
NAME _______________ _ 
ADDRESS 
(print) Last First Middle Zip ____ _ 
EXAMINATION ____________ _ Social Security Number ______________ _ 
Your Age Height _____ Weight 
Race/Elhnlc ldenllflcallon: (The lollowlng dellnlllons are lhose currenlly 
uaad by lh• Unlled SlalH Equal Oppor1unily Comml••lon. This lnlorma-
llon will be uaad lor 1lallslical purposes only -1 
1 2 
date 
Your Signature 
_____ Sex 
D White 
D American Indian 
date 
Your Signature 
Eyes 
D Black 
_____ Hair 
D Asian American 
D Hispanic 
D Other 
3 
date 
Your Signature 
IS LR508 
CXl 
\J7 
Dear Proctor: 
'lhe Department of Personnel will be holdirg a Fire 
Engineer examination on Saturday, Jaruary 19, 1985 at 
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High School. Please enter thrrugh 
Auditorium entrance on the northeast comer of the 
buildirg. Once inside report to the office for assignment. 
'lhe time to report is 7: 30 A.M. SHARP. Please do not 
be late. There will be only one administration of this 
test. You will be paid a flat fee of $35.00 for this A.M. 
session. 
If you wish to accept this assignment, you must 
telephone at no later than Wednesday, 
January 16, 1985, 4 :00 P.M. Please bring this letter with 
you to the school as identification as a proctor. 
Sincerely, 
Deputy Canm:1.ssioner 
of Personnel 
PROCIDR GUIDE 
FIRE ENGINEER 
1. Place a fingerprint card and Answer Sheet at each candidate' s 
desk. On the blackboaro write: 
School: HIGH SCHOOL 
Date: JANUARY 19, 1985 
Exam: FIRE ENGINEER 
Roan: Your Roan Number 
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For identification by name and Social Security rumber, write the 
following samples on the blackboard: 
NAME IDENTIFICATION NUMBER SPECIAL CODES 
Etc. Etc. 
A A A A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B B B B 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
C C C C 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Etc. Etc. 3 3 3 3 3 Etc. 3 3 3 3 
2. AllC1fl a caro.idate to enter only after havi11; checked the 
candidate's Notice to Report. If it is missing direct him/her 
to the School Office. 
3. THE FOLLOWING RUIES ARE 'ID BE OBSERVED DURING THE EXAMINATION: 
(a) YOU ARE NOT 'ID COMMUNICATE wrrn ANY OIHER CANDIDATE. 
IF' YOU HAVE A QUESTION, RAISE YOUR HAND. 
(b) NO SMOKIID IS ALLOWED IN 'lHIS SCHOOL. 
(c) FDR SCRATCH PAPER, USE ANY SPACE YOU WISH IN THE TESI' 
OOOKIEr. YOU MAY NOT USE YOUR OWN SCRATCH PAPER. 
(d) ALL TESI' MATERIALS MUST BE REIDRNED. FAILURE TO IX) SO 
WILL SUBJEGr YOU 'ID DISQUALIFICATION. 
(e) ALL MATERIALS MUST BE REMOVED FRCM YOUR IES\ ElCCEPl' THE 
FORMS PROVIDED BY 'IRE DEPAR'IMENT OF PERSONNEL. 
4. YOU WILL NOW FILL our THE :BURMS ON YOUR DES\. (The PIC is to 
hold up an example of each card as he/she directs the 
caro.idates to fill it out.) 
0 
1 
2 
3 
(a) TAKE YOUR FINGERPRINT CARD AND PRINT THE INFORMATION 
REQUESTED. WRITE TODAY'S DATE AND YOUR SIGNAWRE IN 
SECTION #1. 
( b) TAKE ALL O'IHER MATERIALS OFF YOUR IE~. YOU WILL NOT NEED 
'lHEM DURIOO THE EXAMINATION. 
( c) ON SIDE 'I.WO OF YOUR ANSWER SHEEI' FILL IN YOUR NAME, LAST 
NAME FIRST, IN NUMBER 2 PENCIL. USE A NUMBER 2 PENCIL 
ONLY. pur ONE IE'ITER IN EAffi rox STARTIOO AT THE LEFT. 
Refer to example on blackboard. LEAVE A SPACE BETWEEN 
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YOUR I.AST AND FIRST NAME. YOU MAY PtJr YOUR MIDDIE INITIAL 
IN IF SPACE ALLOWS. IF THERE IS NOT ENOUGH SPACE FOR YOUR 
ENTIRE NAME, FILL IN AS MUCH AS rossIBLE. IF YOU HAVE A 
QUESTION, RAISE YOUR HAND. IN '!HE COLUMN BELOW EACH LEITER 
FILL IN THE CIRCLE THAT CORRESPONIB TO THAT IE'ITER. Again 
refer to example on blackboard using C as an example. 
WHERE THERE IS A BLANK SP ACE BE'lvIBEN YOUR LAST AND FIRST 
NAME, FILL IN A BLANK CIRCIE LOCATED IN THE FIRST RCM. IF 
YOU HAVE ANY QUESI1IONS, RAISE YOUR HAND. 
(d) IN 'lliE BOX MARKED SPECIAL CODES, USIOO THE LAST 'IlffiEE BOXES 
TO YOUR RIGHT, WRITE YOIB ROCM NUMBER. Refer to example on 
blackboard. PLACE ONE NUMBER IN EACH BOX. IN rnIB COLUMN 
UNIER EACH NUMBER FILL IN THE CIRCLE THAT OORRESPONIB TO 
THAT NUMBER. 
( e) IN 'lHE IDX MARKED IIBNTIFICATION NUMBER, WRITE YOUR SCX::IAL 
SECURI'IY NUMBER IN 'illE BLANK BOXES STARTIOO AT 'IHE IEFT. 
PLACE ONE DIGIT IN EACH rox. IN THE COLUMN UNIER EACH 
NUMffiR FILL IN '!HE CIRCLE THAT OORRESPONDS TO THAT NUM:EER. 
Refer to example on the blackboard. IGNCRE THE aI'lffiR 
BOXES. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, RAISE YOUR HAND. 
( f) 'WRITE FIRE ENGINEER NEX:T TO THE v-.ORDS "SILE '00." YOUR 
WRITING MUST NOT TOUCH EI'IHER OF THE GREEN BOXES BN.rCM 'IllE 
WORDS "SIIE 'IWO." 
(g) ON SIDE ONE OF YOUR ANSWER SHEEI', SIGN YOUR NAME AT THE 
TOP OF THE SHEm' WHERE IT SAYS "NAME." YOUR SIGNATURE 
MUST NOT EXTEND BELCM THE GREEN LINE PROVTIED FOR "NAME." 
5. WHEN I GIVE YOO YOUR EXAMINATION IDOKLET, YOU ARE TO REOORD YOOR 
IDCKLET NUMBER AND SIGN YOUR NAME ON THE IDTKM OF YOUR NOTICE 
'IO REPORI'. Hold up a Notice to Report and show where they should 
sign. THIS ACKNCM.LEDGES THE filLEIPI' OF YOUR IDOKLET. 00 NOT 
OPEN 'illE IDOKLET. 'lhe Proctor-in-Charg,B hands cut the booklets, 
one to each can:iidate. When the Proctor-in-Charge has canpleta:l 
handing out the booklets, he/she may :1mmed1ately begin Step 6. 
While the Proctor-in-Charge passes out the booklets, the Assist-
ant Proctor should pick up all Notices to Report checking for the 
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signature. If everything is in order, the Assistant Proctor 
places the papers on the Proctor's-in-Charge desk. If somethirg 
is not in order, he/she is to take the necessary action. For 
example, if the signature is missing, go back to the can:iidate 
and have him/her sign. 
6. TAKE YOUR EXAMINATION IDOKLET AND READ THE INSTRUCTIONS TO 
YOURSELF AS I READ THEM ALOOD. Read the inst ructions on the 
cover an:i back of an extra test bocklet am answer acy questions. 
COUNT 'IRE PAGES IN YOUR TEST 00O.KLEI' TO SEE THAT IT IS COMPLEI'E. 
Replace acy incanplete booklets. THE TIME IS NCW ___,,=,--.,.=--· 
YOU WILL HAVE 3 HOURS TO IDRK ON THIS EXAMINATION. 'IRE EXAM-
INA'l1ION WIIJ.. END AT ______ BEGIN! 
7. Take a roan count. On the blackboard write: 
rfime Start: ----Time End: -----Roan Count: -----
8. (a) Check to see that Answer Sheets are being filled out 
correctly. Proctors rrust check that the candidates are 
answer:irg items down colunns as described on the back page 
of the examination booklet. 'lhese answer sheets nu.st be 
filled out in #2 pencil. Stop arw caroidate usirg ink. 
(b) Alphabetize the Notices to Report. 
9. At the em of 3 hours say, "STOP, pur YOlR PENCIIS OOWN. 11 
10. \>hen each candidate checks rut: 
(a) Count pages in the examination bocklet. 
(b) If the examination booklet is complete, initial the Booklet 
Receipt Form beside the corres:r:onding bocklet number. 
(c) Check the candidate's answer sheet. Be sure that the 
Social Security rrumber is correct. There rrust be only one 
circle blackened for each m.nnber. 'Ihere IIIl.lSt be no stray 
marlcs. 'Ihe sheet nu.st not be folded or wrinkled. Check 
the Social Security number a~inst the Fin~rprint Card. 
Alphabetize answer sheets. 
(d) Check the caroidate's firgerprint card for canpleteness an:i 
accuracy. Instruct the candidate to report immediately to 
the firgerprint station. 
11. Baro Notices to Report. Put unmarlced Answer Sheets in the kit. 
12. Place marked alphabetized Answer Sheets in the folder and then 
inside the large brown envelope. Be careful not to fold or 
darra.ge the Answer Sheets. 
13. Put Test Booklets in rumerical order and place Booklet Receipt 
Form on top of the stack. 
14. Brirl:; rraterials to Central Office ani return rraterials to 
Department of Personnel staff members who are handling the 
Check-out process. 
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EXAMINATION RULES 
The Deparunent of Personnel expects you, as a Proctor, to observe 
the following rules: 
1. Test rraterial.s are never to be left unattemed. 
2. Booklets and/or test materials are never to be placed in desk 
drawers. All rraterial.s are to be turned in at the conclusion of 
the examination. 
3. Camidates are to be told the ler:gth of the examination am the 
starting and ending times. Starting and ending times are to be 
written on the boaro. 
4. llirirg the examination the PIC arrl AP srould circulate abrut the 
roan. Check to be sure that candidates are completing the 
Answer Sheet correctly. 
5. Reading of books, neWspapers, magazines, etc. is not pennittoo 
during the test administration. Reading the contents of the 
test booklet is not penni tted. Your full attention is to be 
directed toward the test administration. 
6. Camidates are not pennittoo to leave the test~ roan alone 
after the start of the examination. Candidates must be ac-
canpanied to the washroan by a Proctor. Tell carrlidates to use 
the washroan before entering the testing roan. 
7. After the examination begins, take a roan count arrl write the 
information on the board. 
8. After the examination errls, put the test bocklets in numerical 
order. Alphabetize the Answer Sheets. 
9. Used Answer Sheets are put in the folder arrl inside the large 
brown envelope. All unused materials are to be put in the kit. 
10. Direct carrlidates to report to the firge[1)rint station 
1rmnediately. 
11. If any problems arise, notify the Hall Proctor. He/she will take 
any appropriate action. 
12. FollCM the proctor guide exactly to ensure a correct arrl uniform 
test administration. 
PROC'IDR STATEMENT OF 
UNDERSI'ANDINJ OF EXAMINATION 
SECURITY POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
I understam that my duties as a Proctor require that I 
maintain the security and conf ioontiali ty of all examination 
materials am information that are entrusted to rre. 
I understand that I am never to leave ~ examination 
materials unattenied. I understani that this incJudes forms used 
in the adm:1nistration of examinations. 
I understani that all rra.terials rrru.st be accrunte:i for and 
returned to Examination Division staff as soon as poosible after 
the carrpletion of an examination. 
I understani that I am not to discuss or impart arw infor-
mation concerning an examination with anyone except an authorized 
inUvidual. 
I understam the consequences of breaches of security as 
described in Section 25.l-9E of the Municipal Code, which states: 
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Section 25.l-9E: "Any person who wilfully violates this section 
shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $500 or be :1.m-
prisone:i for not mre than six rronths, or both. Any person who is 
convicted of a violation of this section shall, for a period of 
five years, be ineligible for ap:[X)intment to or employrrent in a 
pooition in the city service, and if he is an officer or employee 
of the city shall forfeit his office or position." 
Signed ______ _ 
Address ------
Date --------
CITY OF 
PROC'IOR ASSIGNMENT CARD 
EXAM: FIRE ENGINEER #40001 DATE:01/19/85 
SCHOOL: HIGH SCHOOL 
NAME: 
ROOM ASSIGNMENT: PIC AP HALL 
BRIEFIID IDOM: AUDI'IDRIUM 
PLEASE RE'IURN THIS CARD 'ID THE OFFICE AT THE OOMPLETION OF 'l'HE EXAM. 
NOIE ANY CHANGES OF NAME, ADilIBSS, ZIP, OR PHONE# ON THIS FDRM. 
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OOOKLEr RECEIPr BDRM 
EXAMINATION TITLE: DATE: 
ROOM NUMBER: EXAMINATION SI'IE: 
I hereby aclma.-1ledge receipt of Booklet # Initial * 
I hereby aclmowledge receipt of Booklet # In1tial * 
I hereby aclma.-1ledge receipt of Bocklet # Initial * 
I hereby acknowledge receipt of Booklet # Initial* 
I hereby aclma.-1ledge receipt of Booklet # Initial * 
I hereby aclmowledge receipt of Booklet # In1tial * 
I hereby aclma.-1led~-e receipt of Bocklet # Initial * 
I hereby aclmowledge receipt of Booklet # In1tial * 
I hereby aclma.-1ledge receipt of Booklet # Initial* 
I hereby acknowledge receipt of Booklet # Initial* 
I hereby aclma.-1ledge receipt of Booklet # Initial * 
I hereby acknowledge receipt of Booklet # In1tial * 
I hereby aclma.-1ledge receipt of Bocklet # Initial * 
I hereby acknowledge receipt of Booklet # Initial* 
I hereby acknowledg,-e receipt of Bocklet # Initial * 
I hereby acknowledge receipt of Booklet # In1tial * 
I hereby ackno,dedge receipt of Bocklet # Initial * 
I hereby ackna.-1ledge receipt of Booklet # Initial* 
I hereby aclma.-1led~ receipt of Booklet # Initial * 
I hereby acknowledge receipt of Booklet # Initial* 
I hereby aclmCMledg,-e receipt of Bocklet # Initial * 
*DO Nar INITIAL 'IlIIS BDRM UNTIL OOOKLET HAS BEEN RETUmED BY CANDIDATE 
I, the undersigped, was pr-esent at Higp 
School on Janiary 19, 1985 to take the examination for- Fir-e 
Engineer-. 
Signa.tur-e 
THIS FORM IS TO BE Illi"IURNED TO YOUR COMPANY COMM.ANIER URJN YOUR 
REI'URN 'ID vK)RK. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PERSDNNEL 
annrunces an examination for: 
1984 SALARY RANGE: 
CLOSING DATE FOR 
APPLICATIONS: 
DATE OF EXAMINATION: 
SCOPE OF EXAMINATION: 
FIRE ENGINEER 
Grade FD3 - Promotional 
$1,903.50 - $2,885.50 per mnth 
Friday, Septanber 28, 1984 
TO BE ANNOUNCED 
Written test 
Perforrrance Test 
Seniority 
Pass/Fail 
90% 
10% 
40001 
NOI'E: 'Ihe written examination will be scored on a pass/fail basis. 
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Those can::iidates who µ3.ss the written test will be invited to 
appear for the performance test. Seniority points will be added 
to the score on the performance test to produce a final score. 
Seniority points will not be added to a failing written score to 
raise it to a passing score. 
CLASS C LICENSE: Each ca.n:iidate must possess a valid 
Driver's License at the time of application. 
Class C 
SENIORITY: Fran a base score of 70 points, a can::iidate shall receive 
one additional point for each rronth of continurus service as a 
uniformed rember of the Fire De:p3.rtment to a rraxirrnlm of 100 
points. 
ELIGIBLE FOR PROMOTION: Any person employed as a Career Service Fire-
fighter who is actually so employed, or is on leave of absence, or is 
eligible for reinstatenent, am who has served the prescribed proba-
tionary period on or before the date of application. 
84/8733/0/40001--8/15/84 
AN EQUAL OPFQR'IUNITY-AFFIRMATIVE AGI'ION EMPLOYER 
CITY OF - DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
, MAYOR 
Dear Fire Engineer candidate: 
Your score on the written examination for Fire Engineer was 
'lliis is a passing score. 'llie passing point was 60. 
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In approximately two rronths you will receive a notice to re!X)rt for 
the next !X)rtion of this examtnation. 
Please fill rut the attached information sheet ani return it by the 
date indicated. 
Sincerely, 
Comrrd.ssioner of Personnel 
CITY OF - DEPAR'IMENT OF PERSJNNEL 
, MAYOR 
Dear Fire Engineer candidate: 
We are sorry to infonn yoo that your score on the written 
examination for Fire Engineer was • 'Ibis is not a passing 
score. You will no longer be considered eligible for this 
position. 
We will keep your name on file ani notify you the next t:lme this 
exam is given. 
Thane you for your t:lme and interest. 
Sincerely, 
99 
Commissioner of Personnel 
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FIRE EOOINEER SCORE NOTICE 
NAME: 
ADIRESS: 
CI'IY, STATE, ZIP: 
This is to notify you that we have revised our passi.q; criteria for 
the Fire Engineer written examination. A raw score of 60 is now a 
passing score. You received a raw score of • 'lhis is a µ:i.ssi.q; 
score. You are eligible to take the next part of the test, which is 
the practical test. 
To schedule your appointment for the practical test, you irust call 
at • 'Ihis is not an offer of 
employment, merely a statement of eligibility. 
Canrrd.ssioner of Personnel 
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Name: _____________ _ Oat•=---/--/-
Social Security Number: ___________ _ Simulator H w 
Rater: Exercise Exercise Exercise Exercis, 
u t2 tl t4 
Problem Number 
Enc:,ine Pressure Desired 
Enc:,ine Pressure Calculated/Time 
Candidate got water to pump b•-
fore using throttle or discharc:,e YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO 
Candidate charged line• u•ing 
low pressure YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO 
Candidate opened the proper 
discharqe qate YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO 
Enaine Pressure Set/Time 
Nozzle Pressure Desired 
Nozzle Pressure Set 
Candidate verbally stated use 
of safetv hitch YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO 
,...,.,,,.ii;,,.., .. ___ ..... ,;., ··-1··- ·me. '·'"l r-_<; '11'1 -~-:-:-~ 'il'l r-<:. . ~;" 
-;and. set relief valve ;irc:=,erl:, YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO 
Tachometer Readinq 
Candidate has pump in which p V p ! V p V p V mode 
Pump mode desired 1//1, ////, V///; V//1, p V p V 
Candidate slammed discharge 
qate YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO 
Candidate has one discharge gate 
fullv open YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO 
Candidate lowered RPM'• by v//ll; r~ throttle before closinq qate YES NO YES NO YES NO 
Candidate closed all c:,ate• YES NO YES NO v////; r;//; YES NO 
Candidate closed front v/1~ V;I ;1/, suction YES NO YES NO YES NO 
Candidate allowed a 20 PSI 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (or morel drop or increase on a flowing line when charging additional lines ½ YES NO 
Ch3l'~:ed rrom !' to V correctly r::s :10 
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Fill in all information at the top of the rating form i.e., name, date, 
social security rumber, simulator choice and initials of rater. 
YOO WILL BE GIVEN A 'IDI'AL OF FOUR ( 4) HYIBAULICS PROBLEMS TODAY. YOU 
WILL FIRST OOMPurE A PROBLEM AND GIVE ME YOUR ANSWER. THEN I WILL TELL 
YOU WHICH FORI' TO PUT IT ON. 
NCM TAKE A FEW MJMENTS TO FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE PUMP PANEL AND 
THEN SEI' IT UP AS YOU NORMALLY WOOLD FIRST THING IN THE MJffiING, USING 
WA™ WEATHER OPERATIONS. 
Give the carrlidate no rrore than three mirutes to set up and lock over 
the simulator. 'Ihen begin with Exercise #1. 
Record: Problem Number 
Problem #1 & Problem #2 
I WILL READ YOU A HYIBAULIC PROBLEM. YOU ARE TO COMPlITE THE ENGINE 
PRESSURE NEEDED AND SAY "READY" WHEN YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT AN ANSWER. 
YOU WILL BE SCORED ON HOW' ACCURATE YOUR ANSWER IS AND HOW LONG IT 
TOOK YOU TO COMPurE IT. 
AFI'ER I READ THE PROBLEM, I WILL SAY "READY, GO", AND THEN 3rART 
TIMING. I WILL sroP TIMING WHEN YOU SAY "READY". 
ONCE YOU SAY "READY" YOU WILL NOT BE GIVEN ADDITIONAL TIME TO COMPillE 
OR BE GIVEN AN OPFOR'IUNITY TO CHANGE YOUR ANSWER. 
Read the problem and say "READY, GO." Stop the timing when the can:ii-
date says "READY." 
Record: Engine pressure calculated 
Problem solving time 
NEXT, YOU WILL BE SCORED ON HOW IDNG IT TAKES YOU TO SET THE PUMP AT 
YOUR COMPlJrED PRESSURE AS WELL AS HOW ACCURATELY YOU SET IT. 
(Pressure set by can:iidate rrru.st be the pressure he canputed). 
I WILL SAY "READY, GO" AND 3rARI' TIMING. I WILL STOP TIMING WHEN YOU 
SAY "READY." THIS WILL INDICATE TO ME THAT YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT THE 
PRESSURE YOU DESIRE TO SEI'. 
YOU ARE OPERATING AT A HYIRANT, YOU HAVE A 1250 G.P.M. PUMPER WITH A 
SOFI' SUCTION ON THE FRONT INI'AKE. OPEN YOUR FRONT INrAKE NOvv, BUT DO 
NOT DO ANYTHING ELSE UNTIL I TELL YOU TO 00 SO. 
Record: Pump irode at start 
Opened proper intake 
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WHEN" I S/l:i. "READY, GO", I WANT YOU TO PUT THE ENGINE PRESSURE YOU JUST 
CALCULATED ON DISCHARGE # ___ • 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? ''READY, GO." 
Start timing irmnediately and stop timing when the candidate says 
"Ready" (Do not allow relief valve to be set at this point). 
NOW STEP BACK FRCM THE PUMP AND DO NOT TOUCH ANY OF THE OONTROI..S UNTIL 
I TELL YOU TO 00 SO. 
Record: Charged lines using low pressure 
Opened proper discharge gate 
Allowed 30 PSI or rrore overpressure 
Maxirm.lm pressure (Pwnp or Discharge) 
Exceeded 200 PSI 
Engine pressure set/time 
Nozzle pressure set 
Tach reading 
IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU ¼OULD 00 AT THIS FDINT? 
Record: One discharge fully open 
Safety hitch used 
Relief valve set/properly 
Used refief valve to control discharge 
Changed pwnp rrode/correctly 
NOW SHUI' THAT LINE DOWN OOMPLETELY. YOU ARE GOING BACK TO QUARTERS. 
Record: Discharge gates slammed open or closed 
Candidate lowered RPM's slowly before closir:g gate 
Gates are closed slowly 
Front suction is closed slowly 
Record: Problem Number 
Problem #3 
I WILL READ YOU YOUR THIRD HYIRAULICS PROBLEM. YOU ARE TO COMPllrE 
THE ENGINE PRESSURE NEEDED AND SAY "READY" WHEN YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT 
AN ANSWER. YOU WILL BE SCORED ON HOW ACCURA'IE YOUR ANSWER IS AND 
HOW LONG IT 'IOOK YOU TO COMPUI'E IT. 
AFI'ER I READ 'lllE PROBLEM, I WILL SAY "READY, GO", AND THEN START 
TIMING. I WILL STOP Til'1IID WHEN YOU SAY "READY. " 
ONCE YOU SAY "READY" YOU WILL Nor BE GIVEN ADDITIONAL TIME TO COMPlJrE 
OR BE GIVEN AN OPPORWNIT.l TO CHANGE YOUR ANSWER. 
Read the Problem am say "READY, GO." Stop the t:1ming when the 
candidate says "READY." 
Recoro: Engine pressure calculated 
Problem solving time 
NEXT, YOU WILL BE SCORED ON HOW LONG IT TAKES YOU 'ID SET 'lllE PUMP AT 
YOUR COMPUIED PRESSURE AS WELL AS HOW ACCURATELY YOU SET IT. 
(Pressure set by ca.m.idate must be the pressure he canputed). 
I WILL SAY "READY, GO" AND START TIMING. I WILL STOP TIMING ¼HEN YOU 
SAY "READY." THIS WILL INDICATE TO ME THAT YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT THE 
PRESSURE YOU DESIRE TO SET. 
YOU ARE OPERATING AT A HYIRANT, YOU HAVE A 1250 G.P.M. PUMPER WITH 
A SOFI' SUCTION ON 'IRE FRONT INTAKE. OPEN YOUR FIDNT INTAKE NCW, 
BUT 00 NOT .00 ANYTHIOO ELSE UNTIL I TELL YOU TO 00 SO. 
Record: Pump mode at start 
Opened proper intake 
WHEN I SAY "READY, GO", I WANT YOU TO Pur THE ENGINE PRESSURE YOU 
JUST CALCULATED ON DISCHARGE# ---
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? ''READY 1 GO." 
Start timing 1.rnrrediately and stop timing when the candid3.te says 
"ready" (Do not all& relief valve to be set at this point). 
NOW SI'EP BACK FR(]vl 'IRE PUMP AND DO Nor TOUCH ANY OF THE CONTFOLS 
UNITL I TELL YOU TO l.X) SO. 
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Record: Charged lines using low pressure 
Opened proper discharge gp.te 
Allowed 30 PSI or £IDre overpressure 
Overpressure amount 
Exceeded 200 PSI 
Discharge pressure set/time 
Nozzle pressure set 
Tach readir:g 
IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU WJULD D) AT THIS POINI'? 
Record: One discharge fully open 
Safety hitch used 
Relief valve set/properly 
Used relief valve to control discharge 
Changed pump rrode/correctly 
Discharge gp.tes slamrred open or clased 
Record: Problem Number 
Problem #4 
NOW I WILL GIVE YOU ANCYilIER IBAD OUT TO BE PlJr ON AN ADDITIONAL 
PORr. YOU ARE TO COMPUIB 'IHE ENGINE PRESSURE NEEDED AND SAY 
"READY" WHEN YOU HAVE ARRIVAED AT AN ANSWER. YOU WILL BE SCORED ON 
HOW ACCURATE YOUR ANSWER IS AND HOW LONG IT 'IDOK YOU TO COMPlJrE IT. 
AFTER I READ THE PROBLEM, I WILL SAY "READY, GO", AND THEN START 
TTI.UNG. I WJLL STOP TDUlU WHEN YOU SAY "READY." 
ONCE YOU SAY "READY" YOU WILL NOT BE GIVEN ADDITIONAL 'r:IME TO CDMPlJrE 
OR BE GIVEN AN OPPORIUNI'IY TO CHANGE YOUR ANSWER. 
Read the Problem and say "READY, GO." Stop the t:1.mir:g when the 
candidate says "READY." 
Record: Engine pressure calrulated 
Problem solving time 
NEXT, YOU WILL BE SCORED ON HCM LONG IT TAKES YOU TO SET THE PUMP 
AT YOUR COMPUTED PRESSURE AS WELL AS HCM ACCURATELY YOU SET IT. 
(Pressure set by camidate must be the pressure he canputed). 
I WILL SAY "READY, GO" AND STARr TIMING. I WILL STOP TIMING WHEN 
YOU SAY "READY." THIS WILL INDICATE 'ID ME THAT YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT 
'Il-IE PRESSURE YOU DESIRE TO SET. 
llO 
WHEN I SAY "READY, GO", I WANT YOU TO PUT THE EIDL"JE PRESSURE YOU 
JUST CALCULATED ON DISCHAIUE # ___ • 
ARE 'lHERE ANY QUESTIONS? "READY, GO". 
Record: PSI Ra.rge (High-Low) in line pressure on the other line 
(from Problem #3) while this line is being charged. 
Start t:lming imrrediately and stop timing when the can:iidate says 
"READY" (Ix> not allow relief valve to be set at this point). 
NCM STEP BACK FRCM THE PUMP AND DO NOT TOUCH ANY OF THE OON'IROLS 
UNTIL I TELL YOU TO DO SO. 
Record: Charged lines using 1<"'1 pressure 
Opened proper discharge gate 
Exceeded 200 PSI 
Discharge pressure set/time 
Nozzle pressure set 
Ta.ch reading 
IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU W)ULD DO AT THIS POINI'? 
Record: One discharge fully open 
Safety hitch used 
Relief valve set/properly 
Used relief valve to control discharge 
Changed pump rrode/correctly 
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NCM SHur 'IHOSE LINES DOWN OOMPIETELY. YOU ARE GOING BACK TO QUARTF.HS. 
Record: Discharge gates slarrnned open or closed 
Caniidate 1<"'1ered RPM's slOllly before closing gate 
Gates are closed slowly 
Front suction is closed slowly 
APPENDIX C 
PRACTICAL TEST MATERIALS 
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Name: Cate: 
____ 1 ____ 1 ___ _ 
Scci&l Security Num.bu: Simulatcr H 
Exerc1ae Exerciae .t".xerc1s• Exercise 
n •2 t) 14 
Prcbl- Nuznber 
Engine Pressure Calculated 
Probl- Solving Time . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PUIIIP Mede at Start p V p V p V p V 
Candidate Opened Proper Intakt Yes No Yea Ne Yea No Yes Ne 
Candidate Charged Lili•• 
Caine; I.cw Preaaure Y•• No Yea No ~ Yea No Yea No 
Candidate Opened the 
Proper Oiseharge G&te Ye• No Yea No 'tH Ne Yea No 
Candidate Allowed a 30 PSI ~I fi1 (er more) overpre••ure While Charging a Line Yea No Yea No Yea Ne ~ 
Maxima Pressure (Puap or Ofschlrge) .~: 
candidate Exceeded 200 lb•, I Ne PreHure (Pu•p or 01schlrgt) Yea No Ye• No Yea No Yes 
D1•char1e P-re•aur• Sec 
01ac11ar1e 1T.-1 Sec tiae . . . . . . . . . . . 
Nozzle Presaure Set 
Tachometer Reading 
Candidate Ra• One Diacharge 
G&te Fully Open Yea No Yea Ne Yea Ne Yes No 
candidate Verbally Stated 
ose of the Safety Ritch Ye• Ne Yea No Yea No Yes No 
candidate Set Relief Valve Yea No Yea Ne Yea No Yes 'fc 
Candidate Set Relief 
Valve Properly Yes No Yes No Yes Ne Yes No 
Candidate Oaed Relief Valve tc 
control Discharge Preaaurea Yea No Yes Ne Yea No Ye• Ne 
Candidate Changed Plllllp Mode Yea Ne Yes No Yes No Yes 'le 
Candidate Changed Pump 
.Mode Correctly Yes No Yes No Yes Ne Yes No 
candidate Slammed Any Oia-
charge Gate Open or Closed Yes No Yea Ne Yes Ne Yes No 
Candidate Levered RMI''• Slowly ~ ~ by Throttle Before Clcaing Gate Yea No Yes Ne Yes Ne 
Candidate Closed All Gatea Yes Ne Yea Ne ~ ~ Yes No 
Candt<Jate Closed Front Suction Yea Ne Yea Ne ·~ ~ ~ Yes Ne 
Cand1date Allcweo a lO i"SI 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ' (or 1110re) Crop er Iner•••• on a Flowing Line When Charging i Additional Line• Yes No 
PSI Range (High-Low) ~ ~ ~ w//'. /.(,(~  , High • Low I 1//// I 
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Fill in all infornation at the top of the rating form i.e., name, date, 
social security rrumber, s1mulator choice and initials of rater. 
YOO WILL BE GIVEN A 'IDTAL OF FOUR ( 4) HYIRAULICS PROBLEMS TODAY. YOU 
WILL FIRST OOMPlJrE A PROBLEM AND GIVE ME YOUR ANSWER. THEN I WILL TELL 
YOU WHICH roRI' TO Pur IT ON. 
SCRATCH PAPER AND A CALCULATOR ARE PROVIDED FOR YOUR USE. 
REMEMBER, THIS MACHINE IS A PIECE OF ELEaI'RONIC EQUIPMENT. 
EVERYTHING WORKS EASILY. 00 Nor FORCE ANY OF THE HANDIES. 
HALE ONLY 
THE "TANK TO PUMP" VALVE IS A "PUSH OR PULL" HANDIE ONLY. 
00 Nor 'IWIST IT. 
THE DISCHAIDE GATES ON THE HALE PUMP ARE CLOSED WHEN THE HANDIES 
ARE TO 'lHE LEFT. 
WATEROUS ONLY 
THE "TANK DISCHAIDE VALVE" IS A "PUSH OR PULL" RANDIE ONLY. 
00 Nor 'IWifil' IT. 
THE "RELIEF VALVE" SHOULD ONLY BE 'IWISTED. 00 Nor PULL ON 'IHIS 
HANDLE. ALSO, REMEMBER TO LISTEN FOR THE CLICK ON THE FOUR-WAY 
VALVE TO EE SURE 'IHAT IT IS ACTIVATFn. 
NOW TAKE A FE.W MINUI'ES TO FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH 'lHE PUMP PANEL 
AND 'lHEN SET IT UP AS YOU NrnMALLY WUID FIRST THil-ri IN THE 
M)RNING, USING WARM WEA'IHER OPERATIONS. 
THIS MACHINE IS ALREADY SET UP IN PUMP FOR YOU. 
Give the candidate no more than three rnirutes to set up and look 
over the s1.mulator. Then begin with Exercise #1. 
Record: Problem Number 
Problem #1 & Problem #2 
I WILL READ YOU A HYIRAULICS PROBLEM. YOU ARE TO OOMPlJrE THE ENGINE 
PRESSURE NEEDED AND SAY ''READY" WHEN YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT AN ANSWER. 
YOU WILL BE SCORED ON HCM ACCURATE YOUR ANSWER IS AND HCM LONG IT 
'IDOK YOU 'ID COMPurE IT. 
AFTER I READ THE PROBL.Elv'l, I WILL SAY "READY, GO", AND THEN START 
TIMING. I WILL STOP TIMIID WHEN YOU SAY "READY". 
ONCE YOU SAY "READY" YOU WILL Nor BE GIVEN ADDrrIONAL TJME TO OOMPurE 
OR BE GIVEN AN OPPORTUNIT.l 'ID CHANGE YOUR ANSWER. 
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Read the problem am say "READY, GO." Stop the t1mir.g when the canU-
date says "READY." 
Record: Engine pressure calrulated 
Problem solving tine 
NEXT, YOU WILL BE SCORED ON HOW LONG IT TAKES YOU TO SET THE PUMP AT 
YOUR COMPITTED PRFSSURE AS WELL AS HOW ACCURATELY YOU SET IT. 
(Pressure set by can:iidate nrust be the pressure he canputed). 
I WILL SAY ''READY, GO" AND START TIMING. I WILL STOP TIMIOO w-IEN YOU 
SAY. "READY." THIS WILL INDICATE 'ID ME THNr YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT THE 
PRESSURE YOU DESIRE 'ID SEI'. 
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YOU ARE OPERATING AT A HYIRANT, YOU HAVE A 1250 G.P.M. PUMPER WITH A 
SOFI' SUCTION ON THE FRONT INI'AKE. OPEN YOUR FRONT INTAKE NCM, BUT IX) 
NaI1 IX) ANYTHING EI.SE UNTIL I TELL YOU TO 00 SO. 
Record: Pump rrode at start 
Opened proper intake 
WHEN I SAY "READY, 00", I WANT YOU TO Pur THE ENGINE PRESSJRE YOU JUST 
CALCULATED ON DISCHARGE # ___ • 
ARE THERE ANY QUEsrIONS? "READY, GO." 
Start timing immediately and stop tim1.ng when the candidate says 
"Ready" (Do not allO'l relief valve to be set at this point). 
NOW srEP BACK FROM THE PUMP AND DO NOT TOUCH ANY OF THE GrnTIDLS UNTIL 
I TELL YOU TO 00 SO. 
Recoro: Charged lines usi~ low pressure 
Opened proper discharge gp.te 
Allo,md 30 PSI or rrore overpressure 
Maxirrrum pressure (Pump or Discharge) 
Exceeded 2 00 PSI 
Discharge pressure set/time 
Nozzle pressure set 
Ta.ch reading 
IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU vl)ULD DO AT THIS POINI'? 
Record: One discharge fully open 
Safety hitch used 
Relief valve set/properly 
Used refief valve to control discharge 
Changed pump mode/correctly 
NOW SHur THAT LINE U)WN COMPLETELY. YOU ARE GOING BACK TO QUARTERS. 
Record: Discharge gates slarrmed open or closed 
Caniidate lowered RPM' s slc:Mly before closirg ~te 
Gates are closed slowly 
Front suction is closed 
Record: Problem Number 
Problem #3 
I WILL READ YOU YOUR THIRD HYIRAULICS PROBLEM. YOU ARE TO COMPurE 
'lHE ENGINE PRESSURE NEEDED AND SAY "READY" WHEN YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT 
AN ANSWER. YOU WILL BE SCORED ON HCM ACClJRATE YOUR ANSWER IS AND 
HOW LONG IT TOOK YOU 'ID COMPUI'E IT. 
AFI'ER I READ THE PROB1™, I \~ILL SAY "READY, GO", AND THEN START 
TIMING. I WILL STOP TIMIOO ¼HEN YOU SAY "READY." 
ONCE YOU SAY "READY" YOU WILL NOT BE GIVEN ADDrrIONAL Tll'IE 'J.1O COMPurE 
OR BE GI.VEN AN OPfDR'IUNITY 'ID CHANGE YOUR ANSWER. 
Read the Problem and say ''READY, GO." Stop the tjrnirg when the 
candidate says "READY. " 
Record: Engine pressure calculated 
Problem solving time 
NEXT, YOU WILL BE SCORED ON HCM LONG IT TAKES YOU TO SEI' THE PUMP AT 
YOUR COMPUrED PRESSURE AS WELL AS HOW ACCURATELY YOU SEI' IT. 
(Pressure set by can:ildate ITD.1St be the pressure he canputei). 
I WILL SAY "READY, GO" AND STARr TIMING. I WILL STOP TIMIOO WHEN YOU 
SAY "READY." THIS WILL INDICATE TO ME THAT YOU HA.VE ARRIVED AT THE 
PRESSURE YOU DESIRE TO SEl'. 
YOU ARE OPERATING AT A HYIRANT, YOU HA.VE A 1250 G.P.M. PUMPER WITH 
A SOFI' SUCTION 00 'lHE FIDNT INTAKE. OPEN YOUR FRONT INTAKE NCW, 
BlJr IX) NOT IX) ANYTHING ELSE UNTIL I TELL YOU TO 00 SO. 
Record: Pump rrnde at start 
Opened proper intake 
WHEN I SAY "READY, GO", I WANT YOU TO P\Jr THE ENGINE PREsmRE YOU 
JUST CALCULATED ON DISCHARGE# ---
ARE THERE ANY ~STIONS? ''READY, GO." 
Start t1m1ng 1rrnnediately and stop timl.ng when the candidate says 
"ready" (Do not allcw relief valve to be set at this point). 
NOW STEP BACK FRrn THE PUMP AND IX) NOT TOUCH ANY OF THE CONTROLS 
UNTIL I TELL YOU 'ID IX) SO. 
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Record: Charged lines using low pressure 
Opened proper discharge gp.te 
Allowed 30 PSI or rrore overpressure 
Maximum pressure (punp or discharge) 
Exceeded 200 PSI 
Discharge pressure set/time 
Nozzle pressure set 
Tach readir:g 
IS THERE ANYrHING ELSE YOU W'.)ULD IX) AT THIS POINr? 
Record: One discharge fully open 
Safety hitch used 
Relief valve set/properly 
Used relief valve to control discharge 
Changed pump rrode/correctly 
Discharge gp.tes slarnrred open or closed 
Record: Problem Number 
Problem #4 
NOW I WILL GIVE YOU ANOIHER IEAD our TO BE pur ON AN ADDITIONAL 
PORT. YOU ARE 'IO COMPurE THE ENGINE PRESSURE NEEDED AND SAY 
"READY" WHEN YOU HAVE ARRIVAED AT AN ANSWER. YOU WILL BE SCORED ON 
HOW ACCURATE YOUR ANSWER IS AND HOO LONG IT TOOK YOU 'IO COMPlJrE IT. 
AFTER I READ THE PROBLEM, I WILL SAY "READY, GO", AND THEN START 
TIMING. I WILL STOP TIMING ¼HEN YOU SAY "READY." 
ONCE YOU SAY "READY" YOU ~-JILL NOT BE GIVEN ADDITIONAL Tlli:E TO COMPlJrE 
OR BE GIVEN AN OPPOR'IUNITY TO CHANGE YOUR ANSWER. 
Read the Problem am say "READY, GO." Stop the tIDlir:g when the 
candidate says "READY." 
Record: Engine pressure calculated 
Problem solving time 
NEXT, YOU WILL BE SCORED ON HCM LONG IT '11AKES YOU TO SET THE PUMP 
AT YOUR COMPurED PRESSURE AS WELL AS HCM ACCURATELY YOU SET IT. 
(Pressure set by camidate must be the pressure he canputed). 
I WILL SAY "READY, GO" AND STARI' TIMINJ. I WILL STOP TIM[NG ¼HEN 
YOU SAY "READY." THIS WILL INDICATE 'IO ME THAT YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT 
THE PRESSURE YOU DESIRE 'IO SET. 
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WHEN I SAY "READY, GO", I WANT YOU TO PUT 'lHE ENGINE PRESSURE YOU 
JUST CALCULATED ON DISCHAIDE # ___ • 
ARE 'lHERE ANY QUESTIONS? "READY, GO". 
Record: PSI Range (High-Low) in line pressure on the other line 
(from Problem #3) while this line is being charged. 
Start timing ~diately an:i stop timir:g when the can:lidate says 
"READY" (Do not allow relief valve to be set at this point). 
NOW STEP BACl< FRCM THE PUMP AND DO NOI' TOUCH ANY OF THE CON'IROI.S 
UNTIL I TELL YOU TO DO SJ. 
Record: Charged lines using 10/f pressure 
Opened proper discharge gate 
Exceeded 200 PSI 
Discharge pressure set/time 
Nozzle pressure set 
Ta.ch reading 
IS THERE ANYTHIOO ELSE YOU v.OULD DO AT THIS RJINI'? 
Record: One discharge fully open 
Safety hitch used 
Relief valve set/properly 
Used relief valve to control discharge 
Changed pump mode/correctly 
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NCM SillJI' THOSE LINES DOWN COMPLETELY. YOU ARE GOING BACK TO QUARTERS. 
Record: Discharge gates slarmned open or closed 
Candidate lowered RPM' s slo.-11.y before closir:g gate 
Gates are closed slowly 
Front suction is closed 
Before the candidate leaves make sure of the following: 
The calculator is returned 
'lhe scrap paper, if used, is collected 
Both raters rrust sign the rating form on the back 
Dismiss the candidate 
Set up for next caniidate: 
Clean off any grease pencil marks 
Relief valve on the high side 
Gates closed etc. 
Anything that you have to do to a pumper out on the street you have 
to do to these simulators in order to make them work. 
On the Hale type pump sj_rnulator, this will be your compound gauge 
and it registers your hydrant pressure. Out on the street, if you 
didn't open your front suction to get water into your pump, yru 
cruldn't pump arry water. It's the same way here. This is your 
front suction and you open it like this. Now hydrant pressure is 
being r-egisteroo on the canpound l::fluge. 
This 1s your ma.in purr:p pressure gauge. If you close your front 
suction you'll lose your pressure. 
This gauge shows the coolant temperature in your radiator. It can 
charge. Your eqµne can overheat. A diesel normally runs at 
about 195 degrees Farenheit. If yru see the coolant temperature 
going above 210 degrees, tell me abrut it. It's vecy important that 
you tell me everything you're going to do, especially because we're 
not goirg to attach hose here today. If you should start to 
ovemeat, tell me that you're ovemeating and that you're going 
to use your auxiliary cooler. It's right do.m here. You open it 
up, and given time, your temperature will come back down into norrral 
operating rarge. When you' re canfortable w1 th that rarge, turn off 
the auxiliary cooler. 
This is your oil pressure gp.uge ani it can also charge. 
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'lhese are your tank level indicators. If you are given a problan 
in which you use your tank water, the water level will drop all by 
itself, depending on your pipe size and your nozzle pressure. If 
you see that your water level is tunn:ll1?; low, and you decide that 
you want to get a line fran your hydrant, or fran another engine, 
into your auxiliary intake, tell me. Puttir:g a line into your 
auxiliary intake and opening it up will enable yoo to be supplied 
by hydrant pressure. 
The large black faced dial is your tachometer. Right new it's 
idling at about 550 RfM. 'lhe small black faced dial is your air 
pressure gp.uge and it tells you how much air pressure you have for 
blowing out your hard line. It will not change. 
There are three push-pull harrlles here. 'Ihe first one is the 
front suction. 'lhe second one activates your hard line. 'lhe third 
is discharge gp.te #5, which is a rear discharge port. 
On the side of the apparatus is discharge gp.te #1 & #2. '!he gate, 
handle and the gauge for #1 and the gate, ha:rrlle and the gp.uge 
for #2. 
Discharge gp.tes three am four will be on the q:r[X>Site side of the 
apparatus. Here is the control handle for #3 and the control handle 
for #4. 
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Ha.le pumps use a manual transfer valve so we have one here. Rigpt 
now it is set in the pressure rrode. However you would run your 
pumper out on the street, do it here. If you normally run in 
pressure, leave it in pressure. If you normally run in volwne, 
change it to volwne. 
To charge fran pressure to volume is simple. Crank the han:ile until 
you hear a click. rrhe click corres fran an electrical switch which 
we neai on this rrachine. To change back to pressure, crark the 
handle until yoo hear the click again and you'll be back in pressure. 
If you decide that you want to change rrodes while pumpirg, you rrust 
throttle down to an idle, switch it over and then bring the pressure 
back up to where you want it. 
The small black knobs are bleeders for discharge gp.tes #1 & #2. 
'lhat means that you won't have bleeders for gp.tes #3, #4, and #5. 
This is your throttle. It operates the same as a throttle on a 
pumper. As you tum the throttle out, the tachorreter will increase, 
when there is water in your pump your pressures will go up. To 
reduce your tach and your pressure, tum the throttle in. Do not 
use the Quick Release. 
This is your primi~ punp. In order to draft water with this 
ma.chine, you have to go into volume, bring your RPM' s up to between 
1200 am 1500 an:i then e!l!;age your pr:lmills pump. You can tell that 
you're getting water by watching your pump pressure gauge. 
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'lhis switch controls your pump cooler. When you' re using your 
tank water you have to dump your water into the pump am you're 
probably using your hard line. In this situation it's a gpod 
idea to use your pump cooler because it will help to recirrulate 
your water back to the tank in order to keep the pump cool, since 
a hard line uses only about 28 G.P.M. 
Your auxiliary cooler is here and it's used to keep your radiator 
cool. 
This is the rmin draft. When it's open on the street you' 11 get 
wet feet and the pump would not draft. Here you won't get wet feet, 
but the pumper will not draft. 
Here is the auxiliary intake. In the d&n position it will be 
shut off. 
This is the relief valve. It operates the same way as the Hale 
relief valve on the trucks. As yru are setting your pumper up in 
the rrorniql; you would normally turn this valve until it would bird 
up. 'lhis rmchine is different in that the valve will not bind up. 
If yru give it abrut seven or eigpt revolutions to the right, 
you've set it on the high side. To put it into operation, if you 
would nonna.11.y use it, and it's up to you, you would first set your 
discharge pressures using your gates and your throttle. Get your 
pressures exactly the way you want them, take a rrental note of your 
pump pressure and then decrease the pilot gauge. As yru bring this 
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down yru will notice a decrease in your pump pressure and the red 
light will go on. Brirg it right back to where you want it an:i 
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leave it alone. 'lhe red light should be out. 'lhe way that we will test 
to see if the relief valve is set correctly is that we will 
shut off a pipe from the control panel. \hen we close a pipe, the 
red light soould cane on i.rrnrediately. When we open the pipe, the 
water begins to flCM again and the light will go cut - if the relief 
valve is set properly. 
We' re going to be lockirg for a cwple of things. On all of cur 
straight bore hand pipes like our one and one-half inch, we want 50 
pounds nozzle pressure arrl rnultiversals with a straight tip 80 
lbs. HP. All fog pipes 100 lbs. NP. with the exception of our Bell 
Fog pipe - but we won't be using a Bell Fog here today. 
'lhe second thing that we have to watch for is if you have one line 
already charged am. flCMing and you' re asked to charge a secorrl 
line at the same time. 'lhe mtrute you start to open that second 
line yrur pressure will drop. If possible, don't let it drop or 
increase by more than 20 lbs. 
That rreans that you' re going to have to watch am. work between your 
discharge gates and your throttle. Yoo have to maintain the pressure 
on your first line while you' re chargirg the secorrl one. 
If yru would like, on top of each rm.chine there is a yellow grease 
pencil. It's there for your use because we' re not goirg to attach 
hose and if it would help you to rema:nber that on this part yoo 
have 3" hose and 1t is 400' long and you need 72 lbs. engine 
pressure. You can write it right on the glass. Write only on 
the glass. 'Ihen when you' re through yru can take the log and 
wipe it off. 
On the side of each rrachine is a Hensels Chart if that's what you 
use and we have a Flow Chart on the other side that tells you 
hOlf rna.cy gallons per rnirute are flOlfi~ at a given nozzle size an:l 
pressure. 'Ihat will determme which rode you run your pumper in. 
If you knOlf that new flOlf systan, it works vecy well on these 
ma.chines. 
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
NAME: -----------------
SOCIAL S:&:URITY NUMBER: ---------
PLA'IDON (Circle one) 
1. 
OFF DAY ( Circle One) 
A. 
2. B. 
3. c. 
40 Hour Employee D. 
E. 
F. 
FURLOUGH PERIOD ( Circle One) 
8 12 arHER (SPECIFY) 
9 13 
10 14 
11 15 
I wish to take the Performance (S:imulator) Test on a (Circle One) 
Hale Pump Panel 
Waterrus Pump Panel 
Signature 
Return by May 15, 1985 to: 
DEPARIMENT OF PERSONNEL 
EXAMINATION DIVISION - FIBE ENGINEER EXAM 
CITY HALL 
I1\.TE: 
DATE: 
N0rICE 
CITY OF 
DEP AR'lMENI' OF PERSONNEL 
FIRE ENGINEER #40001 
SIMULA.TCR TEST 
------------
PLACE: Fire Acadany 
TIME: PUMP ------------ ----------
Any necessary scratch raper will be furnished by the Department 
of Persormel. A calculator will also be furnished. No books, 
notes or rapers are permitted. 
Bring this notice, several sharpened #2 pencils and a record of 
your Social Security number with you to the examination site. 
If you must reschedule your appointment you must do so thrcugh 
the Department of Persormel at 
NOTE: You will not be all&ed to rark on 
1n the Drill Yard. 
or 
Canm:l..ssioner of Personnel 
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FIRE EIDINEER EXAMINATION SOORE NOTICE 
#40001 
Dear Candidate: 
This is to notify you that you received a final score of 
on the Fire Engineer examination. 'Ihis is a passing 
score. Your name, therefore, has been placed on the 
Eligible List for this examination with a rank of 
KEEP THIS NarICE FOR YOUR REOORDS 
4/86 
Canmissioner of Personnel 
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FIRE EIDINEER EXAMINATION SOORE NOTICE 
#40001 
Dear candidate: 
We are sorry to inform you that your final score on the Fire 
Engineer examination is 'Th.e rninirrnlrn passing score is 
70. Your score, therefore, is not a passing score. We can no 
longer consider you for this pooition. 
Thane you for your t:ime am. interest in applyi~ for pranotion. 
We will keep your narre on file and notify yru of the next exam-
ination for Fire Engineer. 
KEEP 'IHIS NOTICE FDR YOUR REOORIB 
4/86 
Canrrd.ssioner of Personnel 
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APPROVAL SHEEr 
The thesis submitted by Joseph w. Gigp.nti 
has been read and approved by the folla'fing canmi ttee: 
Dr. Scott Tindale, Director 
Associate Professor, Psychology, Loyola 
Dr. Fred Bryant 
Associate Professor, Psychology, Loyola 
'lhe final copies have been examined by the director of the 
thesis and the signature which appears bel& verifies the 
fact that any necessary changes have been incorporated and 
that the thesis is now given final approval by the Canmittee 
with reference to content and form. 
The thesis is therefore accepted in partial fulfil1ment of 
the requirements for the degree of 
Master of Arts. 
~l~llh 
Director's Sigpature 
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